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Since
I (Wt +yCIa~v)n = r1 Ä( _ ~/. )da
og (Wt + yCIaaT/Jc)n Ja L..41 v lf/c ,

where LiQ is the Laplacian with respect to the Kähler form

Wt +Raä{(1 - a)</>c +av}

, by the maximum prindple, we abtain

v ~ 1/Jc on K x [0, T).

On the other hand, trivially

~tV ~ -n on K x [O,T)

holds, where fit is the Laplacian with respect to· the Kähler form Wt. Let h
be the Coo-function on k x [0, T) such that

{
6.th = -n on K x [0, T)
h = 0 on 8I( x [O,T).

Then by the maximum principIe, we have

v <h on K x [0, T).

Hence we have
VJc :5 v :5 h .on K x [0, T). (12)

Now to fix Ck-norms on XLI - D, we shall construct a complete Kähler
Einstein form on XLI - D.

We quote the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3 ([18J) Let Nt be a non5ingular projective manifold and let B
be an effective divisor with only simple normal crossings. 11 I(M +B is ample J

then there exists a unique (up to constant multiple) complete [(ähler-Einstein
lonn on M = .NI - B with negative Ricci curvaure.

By the construction of D, D is a divisor with simple normal crossings
and K xlI .+ D is ample. Hence by Theorem 4.3, there exists a complete
Kähler-Einstein form WD on XLI - D such that

Then we have

11 dv 11< max{1I dh 11,11 d1/Jc 11} on BI( x [0, T),

where 1I 11 is the pointwise norm with respect to WD' Ta make this estimate
independent of K, we need to use special properties of WD.
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Abstract

We prove the finite generation of canonical rings of projective va
rieties of general type and the flip conjecture in all dimension. As a
consequence we prove the minimal model conjecture up to dimension
4 which is previously known to be true up to diInension 3 by Mori
([19]).
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The classification theory 01 algebraic varieties is thc attempt to study all
algebraic varieties by decomposing them into 3 kinds of partides :

1. varieties with negative ](x,

2. varieties with numerically trivial !(x,

3. varieties with positive [(x

and their fibre spaces. In this sense the dassification theory of algebraic va
rieties can be considered as a higher dimensional generalization of Riemann's
uniformization theorem in the one dimensional case.

In 1976 S.-T. Yau solved the Calabi's conjecture([28]) (We should note
that T. Aubin has also contributed to the solution independently in the case
of thc negative first Chern dass ([2]). But his analysis seems to be less geo
metrie than in [28]). This breakthrough gave me a confidence that there is
a strong relation between the dassification theory of algcbraic varieties and
Kähler-Einstein metries. Roughly speaking [28] enables us to translate prop
erties of the canonical bundle of any conlpact Kähler manifold to propeties
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of tbe Ried curvature of a Käbler metric constructed by using a partial dif
ferential equation of Monge-Ampere type. In fact [28] gives a new proo[ for
Riemann's uniformization theorem although [28] is difficult.

As for tbe particles of the l-st kind, S. Mari invented his cone theorCITI
([20]) to single out these particles. The purpose of this article is to single out
the particles of the 3-rd kind globally (the existence of canonical model) and
locally (the flip conjecture). In comparison with Mori's theory, the method
in the present paper is quite transcendental in nature. In my opinion it seelns
to be very difficult to obtain tbe results in this paper by a purely algebraic
method because the canonical ring of an algebraic variety seems to be a quite
transcendental object.

As for the 2nd particles, there are no essential ways to single out these
particles at present. This problem is called the abundance conjectu1'e. Our
method does not work to single out the particles of 2nd kind.

The following conjecture is one of the central problem in the classification
theory of algebraic varieties.

Conjecture 1.1 (Minimal Model Conjecture) Let X be anormal projcctive
variety. Assume that X is not uniruled. Then there exists a mini1nal projec
tive vanety Xmin (cf. Definition 2.5) which is birational to X.

This conjecture is trivial in the case of an algebraic curve and is kno\vn to
be true classically in the case of dirn X = 2. Recently S. Mari solved the
conjecture in tbe case of dirn X = 3([19]). His method depends on the elose
study of 3-dimensional terminal singularities and it scelns to be difficult to
generalize his method to the case of higher dimensional varieties. I hope that
the present paper will give a perspective of the conjecture in all dimension
because our method is independent of the dimension of the variety. In fact,
we prove the Flip Cony"eeture(existence of flip) in all dilnension in this paper.
Hence to prove the minimal model conjecture , we only need to prove the
termination of flips. In particular since the tennination of flips is known in
the case of dimX ::s; 4 ([16]), we have a solution of A1inimal Model Conjeclure
in the case of dimX ::s; 4.

In this paper all varieties and morphisms are defined over C.
The the following theorems are main results in this paper.

Theorem 1.1 Let X be a smooth proy"eetive variety 0/ general type. Then
the canonical ring

is finitely generated. Hence the canonical model

X can = ProjR(X, !(x)

exists.
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In the case of dirn X = 2, this theorem was proved by D. Mlllnford([30,
appendix]) and recently S. Mori proved Theonn 1.1 in the case of dilD X = 3
in terms of the existence of minimal 1l1odels of 3-folds ([19]).

The following conjecture is essential in the construction of miniInal n10dcls
in the case of dimension greater than 2.

Conjecture 1.2 (Flip Conjecture) Let X be a projective variety with only
terminal singularities. Let t.p : X ---+ X' be abirational contraction 01 an
extremal ray (cf[15J 20}). Then

R(XjX', !(x) = ffilJ~ot.p*Ox([vKx])

is finitely generated as an Ox,-algeb1'a.

As a corollary of Theorem 1.1, we have:.-

Theorem 1.2 Flip conjecture holds in all dime'nsions.

This theorem implies the existence of a minimal model in thc case of
dimX ~ 4.

Theoren1 1.3 Let X be anormal p1'ojective va1'iety of dimension::; 4. If J''(

is not uniruled, then there exists a l1~inimal algeb1'aic va1'iety X min which is
birational to X.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 is closely related to the cone theorelTI of I\1ori
and Kawamata([20, 14]) although it is purely analytic in nature. Mori proved
his cone theorem by his method bend and break curves. Instead of curves wc
bend and break I(ähler forms by Hamilton's heat flow.

Dur method depends on the analysis of complex Monge-Ampere equations
in [28, 4].

In the course of writing up this paper, I received many valuable sugges
tions and remarks from Professors S. Bando, T. Fujita, Y. Kawamata, R.
Kobayashi, B. Shiffman, Y.-T. Siu and others. I would like to express nlY
hearty thanks to them. In particular during my visit to V.S. from Noevelnbcr
to December in 1990, I enjoyed very helpful and valuable discussions with
Professors Y.-T. Siu and B. Shiffman.

This work has been completed during my stay at Max-Planck-Institut
für Mathematik. The last but not least, I would like ta express n1y hearty
thanks to the institute for the hospitality.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we fix the basic notations and introduce basic notions. \Ve
shall prave same results about the structure of d-closed positive (1, 1)-cunents
for the later use.
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2.1 Zariski decomposition

Let X be anormal projective variety of dimension n. We denote by Zn-l (X)
(resp. Div(X)), the group of Weil (resp. Cartier) divisor on X. The canon
ical di visor ](x is defined by

](x = i*nnx ,
reg

where X rcg denote the regular part of X and i : X reg --+ X is the canonical
injection. ](x is an element of Zn-l (X). An R-divisor D is an element of
Zn-l(X) C9 R, i.e. D = E djD j (finite surn). where dj E Rand the D j are
mutually distinct prime divisor on X.

If D E Div(X) C9 R, we say that D is R-Cartier. We deRne round up
rDl, the integral part [D], the fractional part {D} and the rüund off (D) by

rDl =Erdj1Dj, [D] = E[dj]Dj ,

{D} = E{dj}Dj , (D) = E(dj)Dj ,

where rr1, [r] and (r) für r E Rare integers such that

r - 1 < [rl ::; r ::; f7'1 < 7' + 1

1 1
7' - - < (r) < r + -

2 - 2

and
{r} = r- [r].

Definition 2.1 D E Div(X) 0 R is said to be nef if D . C 2:: 0 holds for
every effective eurve onX.

Definition 2.2 Let X be a n07'mal projective variety. We say that X has
only eanonieal (resp. terminal) singularities, if ](x is Q-Cartier, i.e. !(x E
Div(X) C9 Q and there is aresolution of singularity J-l. : Y --t X such that
the exeeptional loeus F of J-l. is a divisor with nOi1nal erossings and

where aj 2:: 0 (resp aj > O).

The following definition is more general.

Definition 2.3 A pai7' (X, 6.) for 6. E Zn-l (X)0Q is said to be logeanoTl,ical
(resp. logterrninal) iJ the Jollowing eonditions are satisfied.

1. [ß] = 0 and J(x +ß E Div(X) 0 Q.
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2. There is aresolution of singuladty J-L : Y --4 X such that the union F
01 the exceptionallocus of jJ. and the inverse image 01 the suppo7'l 01 ß
is a divis01' with normal crossings and

Definition 2.4 Anormal projeetive variety X is said to be Q-faetorial) il
every Weil divisor is Q-Cartier.

In this paper, we use the notion of minimal varieties in the following
sense.

Definition 2.5 Let X be a n01lnal projective variety. X is said to be 1nini
mal) ij the following condition is satisfied.

1. X has only terminal singularities.

B. !(X is nef.

3. X is Q-factorial.

Definition 2.6 D E Div(X) ® Q is said to be big, ij K(X, D) = dirn X

Now we shall define Zariski decOInposition.

Definition 2.7 And expression D = P + N J (D, P, N E Div(X) ® R) is
called a Zariski decomposition 01 D if the following conditions are satisfied.

1. D is big.

2. P is nef.

3. N is effeetive.

4- The natural homomorphisms

are bijective for all positive integers nl..

Conjecture 2.1 Let X be a smooth projective variety of general type. Then
there exists a modification

f:X--4X

such that f* !(x has a Zariski decomposition.

By [14] to prove Theorem 1.1 it is sufficient to solve Conjecture 2.1. In
this paper we shall prove Theorem 1.1 by solving Conjecture 2.1.
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2.2 Structure of d-closed positive (1, l)-currents

To solve Conjecture 2.1, we shall use the theory of currents which is consid
ered to be a generalization of the notion of subvarieties.

Let M be a complex manifold of din1ension n.

Definition 2.8 The current Vp,q(M) of type (p, q) are the continuous lin
ear functional on the compactly supported Coo forms of type (n - p, n - q)J
A~-p,n-q (M) with the Coo -topology.

are defined by

for T E Vp,q(M) and we set d = a+ [). A (p, p)-current T is real in case
T = t in the sense that T(cp) = T(ep)v for all <p E A~-p,n-p(M) and areal
eurrent T is positive in case

Let V be a subvariety of codimension p in M. Then

V( <p) = f <p, <p E An-p,n-p(M)Jv C

is a d-closed positive (p, p)-eurrent. Hence we can consider subvarieties as

d-closed positive eurrents. On the other hand, every Coo(p, p)-fonn 'ljJ on M
defines a (p, p)-eurrent Tf/J by

T",(<p) = f 1/J /\ <p, <p E An-p,n-p(M).1M C

The current of this type is called a slnooth eurrent. As we explain below, a

general d-closed positive current is basically somewhere between the smooth
eurrents and those supported by analytic varieties.

Now we shall introduce an important invariant for d-closed positive (p, p)
currents. Let T be a d-closed positive (p, p)-current on M. For each point
x E M we define a number

8(T,x)

defined as follows. Let (U, z) be a loeal coordinate around x (z( x) = 0). \Ve
set

B[r] = {y E U 1I1 z(y) 11< I},

An
w = -- ""' dz· /\ di·2 ~ 1 tl

1;;1
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x[r] : the characteristic function of B[r].

We define 8(T,x) by

1
8(T, x) = lim 2 2 T(x[r]wn

-
p

)
r 10 :rrn-Pr n- P

and call it the Lelong number of T at x. The Lelong number exists and
finite for all d-closed positive (p, p)-current (cL [9, pp.390-391]) and it is
independent of the choice of the coordinate ([23]).

We shall summarize the basic properties of the Lelong nUlnber.
It is easy to see that the Lelong number is upper semicontinuous as a

function on the manifold. And clearly if T is a smooth d-closed positive
(p, p)-current, 8(T, x) = 0 for every x E M. On the other hand we have:

Theorem 2.1 ([9, p. 391J) Let V C M be a subvariety 0/ codimension p in
M. Then we have

8(V, x) = multx v.

The following theorem describes the positive Lelong number locus of a
d-closed positive (p, p)-current.

Theorenl 2.2 ([~3)). Let T be a d-closed positive (p, p)-current on /11. 'Thert
for every positive num,ber c

S~(T) = {x E M I 8(T, x) 2:: c}

is a subvariety of codi1nension 2:: p.

The following example shows that S~(T) may have a large codiInension in
general.

Example 2.1 Let T be a d·closed positive (1, 1)-current on C n defined by

Then
8(T x) = {I if x = 0

1 0 otherwise

To define the pullback of a d-closed positive (1, l)-current we need thc
following Poincare lemma.
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Lemma 2.1 (aa Poincare lemma). Let T be a d-closed positive (1,1)
current defined on the unit ball B = B(l) in Cn with center' 0 Then the1'C
exists a plurisubharmonic /unction F on B such that

T=RaäF
and the difference 0/ two such F is a plu1'iharrnonic function on B.

The above lemma states every d-closed positive (1, l)-current has locally
a plurisubhamonic potential. The set where a potential takes -00 is inde
pendent of the choice of the potential. We call the set the pluripolar set
of the d-closed positive (1, 1)-current. It is weIl known the pluripolar set is
alway of measure 0,

Let f : X --t Y be a morphism between two connected complex mani
folds. Let S be a d-closed positi ve (1, 1)-current on Y. Suppose that / (X)
is not contained in the pluripolar set of S. Then we can define the pullback
/. S by using aa Poincare lemma as follows,

Let U = {Uo:} be a sufficiently fine open covering of Y such that for every
Uo: there exists a plurisubharmonic function Fo: on Uo: such that

Then we define the pullback f* S by

This definition is well defined and independnet of the choice of U and {Fo:}.
Theorem 2,2 describes the positive Lelong number lOCHS of a d-closedpositive

(p, p)-current. On the other hand the following lemma describes the basic
property of the zero Lelong number locus of a d-closed positive (1, l)-current.

Lemma 2.2 Let X be a projective 1nani/old 0/ dimension n and let L be a
/ine bundle on X. Suppose that there exists a d-closed positive (1, 1)-cU1'1'ent
T on X such that cI(L) = [T], where [T] is the de Rham cohomology class
0/ T. Let x be a point on X such thai 8(T, x) = 0 and let C be an arbitTa1"lJ
irreducible reduced curue through x. Then the inierseetion numbe1' Cl ( L) , C
is nonnegative,

Proo! Let w be a smooth Kähler form on X and let rx be thedistance function
from x with respect to w. Then there exists a neighbourhood U of x such that
log r x is strictly plurisubhannonic on U. Let p be a nonnegative COO-function
on U with compact support which is identically 1 on same neighbourhood of
x, We set

'ljJ = (2n +2)p log 7'x'

Let (H, h) be a hermitian line bundle on X such that.
Raa7j; - Raa log h > cw

9



holds for same c > O. By the a8-Poincare lemma for d-closed positive (1,1)
currents, there exists a singular hermitian metric a on L such that

p -
--'-aaloga = T.

27r

Let 0,7 be Iocal holomorphic generators around x of Hand L respectively.
By taking U small enough, we may assume that 0 and 7 are defined on U.
Let m be an arbitrary fixed positive integer and we set

Since 8(T, x) = 0 by Lemma 2.1 , we have

where Llp,q)(X, H C9 L0m ) denote the Hilbert space of the H C9 L0m valued L2

forms of type (p, q) with respect to the singular hermitian metric e-t/JhC9a0m
.

By Hörmander's L2 estimates for 8-operator, there exists <p E L(o,o)(X, I-J ®
L0m ) such that

a<p = F.

Then
J.L = pa 0 T 0m - c.p

is aglobai holomorphic section of H 0 L0m . Let ao be a slTIooth hernli tian
metric on L. Since T = -Raa log a is positive, a/ao is bounded from
below by a positiv~ constant on X. This implies that

holds by the definition of 1/;. Hence

holds. Since m is an arbitrary positive integer, we have

This completes the proof of the lemnla. Q.E. D.

Remark 2.1 The 01-iginal f01in of Lem1na 2.2 was Corora//y 2.1 be/ow. To
polish up this lemma into the present form ihe discussion with Professor B.
Shiffman was very helpful. I would like to express 1ny thank here.

Cororally 2.1 Let X,L,T be as in Lemma 2.2. Suppose thai 8(T, x) = 0
holds for all x EX. Then L is nef.
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Remark 2.2 Professor S. Rando kindly inlormed me that one 1nay usc the
smoothing by heat deformation 0/ CUr1'ents to prove this lemma. In parlicula1'
his proof implies that every d-closed positive (1,'1 )-current wilh vanishing

Lelong number on a compact j(ähler mani/old l'epresents a cohomology class
on the closure of the I(ähler cone of the manifold.

Remark 2.3 After I finished up writing this paper, Professor S. Bando
kindly sent me the preprints 01 J.-P. Demailly ([6, 7}). These works aTC
closely related to Lemma 2.B, Cororally B.l and also Section 5 below.

The Lelong numbel' of a d- closed pos iti ve (1, 1)-currentincl icates the
growth of a loeal potential function of the eurrent araund a paint.

Lemma 2.3 ([23, p.85, Lemma 5.S}) Let r.p be an arbitrary plurisubha1'1nonic
/unction on an open subset U of Cn and let x be a point in U. Let

v=r 
T = -ßßr.p.

211'"

Then the lollowings al'e true.

1. 1f 8(T, x) < 1, then e-Y> is locally integrable at x.

2. If 8(T, x) ~ n, then e-Y> is not locally integrable at x.

The abave lemma is nat enough far aur purpose beeause the twa eases
are not complement eaeh ather. But the follawing lemma is weIl known.

Lemma 2.4 ([fJS, p.9S, Lemma 7.S}). Let T be a d-closed positive (1,1)
current on B( r) = {z E C n I 11 z 11< r} for sorne r > O. Let us conside1'
pn-l as a parameter space which para1netrizes cornplex line th1'ough the ol'igin
O. Then for every L E pn-l such that the restrietion T I B (r) n L is well

dejined,
8(T, 0) ::; 8(T I Ln B(r), 0)

holds. And for almost all such L (in the sense 0/ Lebesgue meaSU1'C on pn-l),

0(T, 0) = 0(T I Ln B(r), 0)

holds.

The following lemma is fundamental far consideration of the behavior of
the Lelong number under a modification of the val'iety. Although the authol'
does not know any references, it seems to be standard.
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Lemma 2.5 Let X be a complex manifold and let T be a d-closed positive
(1, 1)-current on X. Let f : X -----+ X be the blowing up with a smooth cente1'
Y. Then for every p EX, we have

8(f*T, p) 2:: 8(T, f(p))·

Moreover for a general point p E f- 1(y),

8(f*T, p) = 8(T, f(p))

holds, where "general" means that p is outside 01 a set 01 measure 0 with
respect to the Lebesgue m easure on /-1 (Y) associated with an arb itra1'y he1'
mitian metrie on f- I (Y).

Proof If f(p) is not in Y, then it is clcar that 8(f*T, p) = 8(T, f(p)) holds.
Let (U, Xb'" ,xn ) be a Ioeal eoordinate around p. Then for almost every Elle
L through p (with respect to this coordinate), f* T I L is well defined and

8(f*T I L,p) = 8(f*T, p)

holds. If we take such L generally, we mayassurne that f( L) is smooth at
f(p). Then with respect to a suitable IDeal coordinate (YI' ... ,Yn) around
f(x) , f(L) is a line and by Lemma 2.4, we have

8(T, f(x)) :::; 8(T I f(L), f(x)) = 8(f*1' I L, x) = 8(f*T, x).

This completes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D.

The following example shows that the Lelong nunlber of a d-closed posi
tive (1, 1)-current is not invariant under a modification in general.

Example 2.2 Let T be a d-closed positive (1, 1)-eu1'Tent on C 2 defined by

T = A aalog(1 21 1
2 + I Zz 12m

),
211"

where m is a positive integer. Let f : C2 -----+ C2 be a blowing up with cente1'
O. Let E be the exceptional divisor of fand let Po be the interseetion 01 E
and the strict trans/orm of zz-axis. Then

{

1n if p = Po
8(T,p) = 1 ifp E E - {Po}

o otherwise

The following Ielnlna will be used in Section 6.

Lemma 2.6 ([29, p.87, Lem1na 6.2}) Suppose T is a d-closed positive (1,1)
current on a c01nplex manifold M and V is a divisor in A1. Let c be a
nonnegative number. Suppose 8(T, x) 2:: c for every x E V. Then T - cV is
a d-closed positive (1, 1) -current on M.

12



3 Deformation of Kähler form I

In this section we shall consider Hamilton's equation on a smooth projective
variety of general type and determine the maximal existence time for the
smooth solution. This section is more 01' less independent fronl the other
sections. Hence areader who is familiar with Monge-Ampere equation may
skip this section. But the basic method of the estilnate of parabolic Monge
Ampere equations is introduced in this section.

(1)

(2)

3.1 Hamilton's equation

Let X be a smooth projective variety of general type and let n = dirn X. Let
Wo be a Coo-Kähler form on X. We consider the initial value problem:

~~ = -Riew - w on X x [O,T)

w = Wo on X X {O},

where
Riew = -v=Iaalogwn

:t (dw) = -dw on X x [0, T)

dwo = 0 on X X {O},

we have that dw = 0 on X x [0, T), i.e., the equation preserves the Kähler
condition.

and T is the maximal existence time for Coo-solution.
Since

3.2 Reduction to the parabolic Monge-Ampere equa
tion

Let w denote the de Rham ~ohomology dass of w in HbR(X, R). Since
-(27r)-1 Riew is a first ehern form of !(x, we have

[w] = (1 - exp( -t))27rCl(J(X) + exp( -t)(wo]. (3)

Let n be a Coo-volume form on X and let

Woo = -RicO = RaalogO.

We set
Wt = (1 - exp( -t))woo + exp( -t)wo. (4)

Since [w] = [Wt] on X X {t} for every t E [0, T), there exists a Coo-function u

on X X [0, T) such that
W = Wt +Raa«. (5)

13



8u
8t ~ Co exp( -t).

Proof

By (1), we have

:t(w, + J=laau) = J=laalog(w, + J=laau)" - (w, + J=laäu).

Hence

r-;- - au
exp( -t)(woo - wo) + v -1a8( f5i)

= J=la8Iog(wt + J=l88u)n - Woo +exp( -t)(woo - wo).

Then (1) is equivalent to the initial value problem:

au I (Wt + yCIa8u)n
= og - u on X X [0, T)

8t n
u = 0 on X X {O}. (6)

Let
A(X) = {[71] 11] : Kähler form on X} C HbR(X, R)

be the Kähler cone of X. Since [w] moves on the segument connecting [wo]
and [woo ] = 27rcl(I{x), we cannot expect T to be 00, unless 27fcI(I(x) is on
the closure of A(X) in HbR(X, R). We shall deterrnine T. It is standard to
see that T > 0 ([11]).

Theorem 3.1 If Wo - Woo is a f(ähler form, then T is equal to

To = sup{ t > 0 I [wtl E A(X)}.

The proof of Theorem 3.1 is almost parallel to that of [25, p.126, Theorem
3].

3.3 CO-estimate

Lemma 3.1 If Wo - Woo is a I(ähler form, then the1'e exists a constant Co
such that

fJ fJu fJu fJu
fJt (fJt ) = ß w fJt - 8t - exp( -t)t1'w (Wo - woo )

holds by defferentiating (5) by t. By the n1axilnum principle, we have

au wn

Bt ::; (max log ~) exp( -t).

14



Q.E.D.

To estimate u {roln below, we modify (6) as

8u 1 (Wt + A8au)n f
~ = og + t - U on X x [0, Td
uc. Wt

u - 0 on X x {O}, (7)

where

and
Tl = min{sup{t > 0 IWt > O}, T}.

lf t E [0, Td, we have

1 (Wt + ADau)n -11 d 1 (Wt + As8au)n d -11 A d
og - -d og s - L.1"U s,Wt 0 8. wf 0

(8)

(9)

where ~" is the Laplacian with respect to the Kähler form Wt + A saau.
Then by the minimUlTI principle, (7) and Lemma 2.2, we have

Lenlnla 3.2

u ~ -Coexp(-t) + I~nft on X X {tl, tE [0, Td.

We note that this estimate is depending on t and Co is independent of
the choice of n.

3.4 C2-estimate

For the next we shall obtain a C2-estimate of u.

Lemma 3.3 ([28, p.351, (fl.2fl))) Let M be a compact I(ähle1' manifold and
let w, wbe j{ähler forms on M. Assume that there exists a COO-function 'P
such that

w= W + A8a'P'

We set wn

f=log-,
wn

Then for every positive constant such that

C+inf~"T·-'>li#-i IJ) ,

15



exp(C<,o)Li(exp( -O<,o)(n + ~<,o)) ~

(~I - n2 iof R·.. ·;) - Cn(n + ~<p)ii-j U1J

+(C + i.~f Ri'ij;)(n + ß<,o)n:1 exp(_L
1

)
IrJ n-

holds, where
R ilj] : the biseetional curvature 0/ w,

~ .' the Laplacian with respect to w.

Applying this lemma to Wt and W = Wt + v=raau, we have:

Lemma 3.4 For every C > 0 depending only on t E (0, Tl) such that

C +i.2f Raj;(t) > 1 on X x {O},
IrJ

a
exp(Cu)(~w - Dt)(exp(-Cu)trWtw) ~

-(~t log wf +n2 iof R ... ·.. (t) +n)n ii=i .J LiIJJ

1 Du r--;- -
-C(n - C - Bt )trWtw - exp( -t)trWt((wo - woo ) . y-laau)

. 1 Du w~ n
+(C + lof R·.. ·.. (t)) exp(--(- - - u + log -))(t1' w) n-1i#i I1JJ n - 1 at n Wt

holds, on X x {t}) (t E (0, Tl)' where
~t .' Laplacian with respect to Wt,

RajJ( t) .' the biseclional curvature 0/ Wt

and trWt((wo - woo ) • v=raau) denotes the trace (with respect to Wt) 0/ the
product 0/ the endomorphisms A, B E End(TX) dcfined by

Wt(A(Zd A 22 ) = (wo - Woo)(ZI A Z2)
Wt(B(Zd 1\ 22 ) = (v=raaU)(ZI 1\ 22 ),

where the pair (ZI, Z2) runs in T X x X T X.

Proof Let
Wn Du wn

f = log Wt = Bt +u - log i·
Then by Lemma 3.3, we have

exp(Cu)~W(exp(-Cu)trWtw)

~ (~tf - n 2 i.~f Ri,j)(t)) - Cn(n + ßtu)
Ir1

+(C + inf R·.. ·.. )(tr w) n:1 exp(__1_).
ii-i I1JJ Wt n - 1

16



Since

and
8

exp( Cu.) 8t (exp( -Cu. )trWt w)

8u. 8w 8wt
= -C 8t trWtw + trWt at - trWt 8t . W

8u. 8u.
= -CfittrWtw +.6.t 8t - exp( -t)trWt(wo - woo ) +exp( -t)trWt(wQ - woo ) . w,

we obtain the lemma. Q.E.D.

Let c be an arbitrary small positive number. We set

T1(c) = min{sup{t > 0 1Wt > O} - t, T}

and let C be a positive number such that

C + inf Rr·-{t) > 1
i#;j tJJ

for all tE [O,T}(c)]. Then since the function xexp(-x) is bounded on [0,00),
by the maximum principle and Lemma 3.4, we have that if exp( -Cu)i7'Wt w
take its Inaximum at (xo, to) E X x [0, To(c)], we have

for same C~ > 0 depending only on c. Then by the CO-estimate of u , Lemn1a
3.1 and Lemma 3.2, by the maximUlTI principle fol' parbolic equations we have
that there exists a positive constant C~ ~ such that.

Hence we obtain:

Lemn1a 3.5 There exists a positive constant Cl,~ depending only on TJ{c)
such that

11 u Ilc2 (x)::; C2,~

for every t E [0, T 1(c)), where 11 Ilcr (X) is the C2-norm with 7'epsecl to wo.

17



Now by [26], for every r ~ 2 there exists a positive constant Cr,E depending
only on Tl (€) such that

11 u 11 Cr(X)::; Cr.~'

Letting € tend to 0, we have that

T'?:. Tl

holds. Since [wTol is on the c10sure of the Kähler cone A(X), by changing n
properly, we can make To- Tl > 0 arbitarary small. Hence we conclude that
T = To. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. Q.E.D.

4 Deformation of Kähler form 11

In this section we shall construct a Kähler-Einstein form on a Zariski open
subset of X by using a initial value problem similar to (1) in the last section.
In this section we use the same notation as in the last section.

4.1 Kähler-Einstein currents

Ta state our theorem we need the following definitions.

Definition 4.1 Let D be a R-Cartier divis01' on a projective variely Y.
Then the stable base loeus 0/ D is defined by

SBs(D) = nv>oSuppBs 1 [vD] I .

Definition 4.2 Let D be a Cartier divisor on a projeetive variety Y und
let q>IDli Y - ... -+ pN(v) be the rational 'fnap assoeiated with 1 vD I. Let
J-lv : Yv --+ Y be aresolution 0/ the base loeus 0/ I vD 1 und let «I>lvDI; X ---t

pN(v) be the assoeiated morphism. We set

. E(vD) = ILv(E(vD) n (Y - Supp Es 1 vD]) (Zariski closure)

and eaU it the exceptional loeus 0f 1vD I. lt is easy to see that E (vD) zs
independent 0/ the ehoiee 0/ the resolution 0/ the base loeus !Lv. We set

SE(D) = nv>oE(vD)

and eaU it the stable exeeptional [oeus 0/ D.

We set
S = SBs(J<x) U SE(l<x).

The main result in this section is the following theorem.

18



Theorenl 4.1 There exists a d-closed positive (1, 1)-current WE on X such
that

1. WE is smooth on a nonempty Zariski open suhset U 01 X.

2. -RiCwE = WE holds on U.

The following remark will be important in differential geolnetry.

Remark 4.1 As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1, we can take U
to be X - S by using the result in [24]. Eut to prove Theorel1~ 1.1, we do not
need to take U to be X - S.

4.2 Kodaira's Lemma

The following lemma of Kodaira is weH known and fundamental in the proof
of Theorem 4.1.

Lemma 4.1 (I\.'odai7'a 's lemrna) Let D be a big divisor (cf Definition 2.6)
on a smooth projeetive variety M. Then there exists an elJeetive Q-diviso1'
E such that D - E is an ample Q.divis07'.

Proof Let H be a very ample divisor on M. Then

is exact. Since D is big, for a sufficiently large m, I mD - 11 I is nonen1pty.
This completes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D.

The following cororally is trivial by Lemma 4.1 and Kleilnan's criterion
for ampleness([17]).

Cororally 4.1 (f1S, Lemma 9 and 4J) Let D be a nef and big divisor' an
a smooth projective va7'iety M. Then the1'e extists an effective Q-diviso'l' E
such that for every sufficiently small positive rational number c, ·D - cE is
an arnple Q-divisor on M.

Let v be a sufficiently large positive integer such that

1. I v1(x Igives abirational rational map from X into a projective space.

2. Supp Bsl vI(x [= SBs(I(x).
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Let 1&1 : X&I -? X be aresolution of the base locus of 1v](x I and let

F = '""" bl! FY&I ~ t t

i

be the fixed part of I I: (v](x ) I. We take 1&1 so that F&I is a divisor with
normal crosssings. We set

bi = bi/v.
Let ui be aglobai holomorphic section of OxlI(Fr) with divisor Fr. Then
there exist hermitian metrics I1 11 on OxlI(Ft)'s such that

w~ = I:woo +E J=Ibiaalog 11 u; 11
2

is positive on l;l(X - S), if v is sufficiently large. We nlay assumc

log I1 ui 11::; 0

holds for every i. We set
By Lemma 4.1, there exists an effcctivc Q-divisor

on X&I such that

is an ample Q-divisor on Xv. We note that cRv has the same property as R l'

for c E [0,1]. Let Tj be a global section of OxlI (Rj) with divisor Rj. Then
there exists hermitian metrics 11 11 on OxlI(Rj) such that

w::.o +EHrjaälog 11 Ti 11
2

j

is a smooth Kähler form on X &I and 11 Tj 11::; 1 holds on X v for all j. \\Te sel

8l' = 'LRrj log 1I TJ 11
2

•
j

Then for every c E [0,1],

is a smooth Kähler form on Xv.
We set

~v = L bi log 1I ui 11
2

•
t
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4.3 Construction of a suitable ample divisor

To construct Kähler-Einstein current on X, we use the Dirichlet problein
for parabolic Monge-Ampere equation. Hence we shall construct a strongly
pseudoconvex convex exhaustion of a Zariski open subset of Xv with certain
properties. We fix sufficiently large v hereafter. Let

be a embedding of Xl.' into a projective space. Let

be generic projections and we set

Wo : the ramification divisor of 7r0' Ho := 7r~( {zo = O} ),

where [zo : ... : zn] be tbe bomogeneous coordinate of pn. For sinlplici ty
we sball denote tbe support of a divisor by the same notation as thc onc,
if without real' of confusion. If m is sufficiently large, we may asSlllne the
following conditions:

2. D:= Fv +L:::=l(Wa + Ha) is an ample divisor witb nonnal cl'ossings.

3. D contains S U R v .

4. ](x" + D is arnpie.

Then Xv - D is strongly pseudoconvex and the following lemma is necessary
for our purpose.

Len1ma 4.2 There exists a positive strongly plurisubharmonic exhaustion
junclion ep oj Xv - D such that W<p = Aaaep is a cOln]Jlete ['I.'ählcT jor'//l
onXI.'-D.

Proof Let D = Lk Dk be the irreducible decomposition of D and let )..k be
aglobai holomorphic section of Ox,,(Dk ) with divisor Dk • Then there exist
hermitian metries 1111's on 0 x,,(Dk)'s such that

- L: vClaälog 11 )..k 11 2

k

is a smooth Kähler form on Xv' We set for a positive numbcr "

1
ep = - ~ log 11 )..k 11 -dog log~.
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Then if we choose (, sufficiently smalI, then

is a complete Kähler form on Xv - D. Clearly by adding a sufficiently large
positive number, we can make the exhuastion c.p to be positive on Xv - D.

'Q.E.D.

Remark 4.2 As one see in Lemma 4.8 below, Wrp has a bounded Poinca1'e
growth.

4.4 The Dirichlet problem

We set for c > 0,
J(c = {x E X v : c.p( x) ::; c}.

It is easy to see that we may assume that there exists a positive constant CD

such that the boundary 8J(c is smooth for every c ~ Co. We fix such c and
set

]( := ](c

for simplicity.
In the estimate of U, we try to make the estin1ate independent of c ~ Co

for the later use.
Since Xv - D is canonically biholomorphic to a Zariski open subset of

X, we may consider !( as a compact subset of X. We consider thc following
Dirichlet problem for a parabolic Monge-Ampere equation.

8u I (wt+A8~u)n }( X [0 T)8i = og n - u on ,

u

u °

on 8I( x [0, T) (10)

on I( x {Ol,

where Wt,O are the same as in the last section and T is a maxin1al existence
time for the smooth solution on K( the closure in the usual topology). 'vVe
shall assume that

W~ =0

holds. It is easy to find such Wo and 0 by using thc solution o[ Calabi's
conjecture ([28]). By multiplying a con1mon sufficiently large positive number
to Wo and n, if neceessary, we may assuIne that

Wo +Ric n = Wo - Woo > 0

holds. Please do not confuse u with the one in the last section. \Ve use thc
same notation for simplicity. For the first we shall show
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Theorem 4.2 T is infinite and

exists in COO-topology on [(.

4.5 CO-estimate

We note that by the above choice of wo,fl and the Dirichlet condition, the
Dirichlet problem (10) is compatible up to 3-rd order on the corner fJ1(x {O}.

Hence by the standard implicit function theoreIn, we see that T is positive.
Suppose T is finite. Then if 1imt_T 1.L exist on 1( in COO-topology, then this
is a contradiction. Because again by the implicit function theorenl, we can
continue the solution a little bit more. Hence to prove Theorem 4.2, it is
sufficient to obtain an estiInate of Ck-norm of u on J( which is independent
of t.

We begin with CO-estimate.

Lemma 4.3 There exists a constant ct such thai

8u < C+e-t on K x [0, T)
8t - 0

holds.

Proof We set
W =Wt + R8au

and

As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we have

8 8u - Bu 8u -t
Bt ( Bt ) = ß Bt - fii - e trw(Wo - wCQ)

holds on I< x [0, T). Since

u = (1 - e-
t4
)~v on 81< X [0, T)

and Wo - Woo is a Kähler form on X, by maximal principle

Bu < C+e- t on J( x [0, T)Bt - 0

holds for
w n

ct = ma.x{ma.xlog ~ (x), Inax ~v(x)}.
:cEK H xE8K
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Q.E.D.

We set
v = u - (1 - e-

t4
)~v,

Ov = exp(~v )0,

and
Wt = Wt + (1 - e-

t4
)vCT8a~V'

Then v satisfies the equation:

ov _
8t - on I( x [0, T)

v = 0

v 0

on BI( x [0, T) (11)

on I( x {O}

We note that Wt is a Kähler form on (Xv - D) x {O, 00] and Wco = w~. Then
slllce

1
(Wt + A8av)n 11

-
og A = ßaV,

W t a=O

where ~a is the Laplacian with respect to the Kähler form

Wt +avCT8av,
by maximum principle and Lemma 4.2, we have that

Wn

v 2:: mini mil) log nt (x) - cte- t
, O} on I( x [0, T)

zER v

holds. Hence we have
Lemma 4.4

u 2:: Cö + (1 - e- t4 )ev on]( X [0, T),

where
"n

C; = min{ iI}f log wnt (x, t), O} - Co
(x,t)EK x[0,00) v

We note that Co may depend on !( because log(wn /nv ) may not be
bounded from below on Xv - D. Ta obtain the CO-estimate fronl bclow
which is independent of I(, we shall consider for c E (0,1],

V~ = U - (1 - e-
t4 )(ev + eov).

Then by the same argument, we have
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Lemma 4.5 Let e E (0,1]. Then there exists a constant Cö(e) which is
independent 01 ]( such that

The reason why Cö(e) is independent of J( is simply because

on XII - D extends to a smooth Kähler form on XII and

is a smooth semipositive (n, n) form on XII.

4.6 C1-estimate on 8I(

Hereafter we estimate derivatives of v basically by using the method in [4].
But our estimates is a little bit more complicated because we are working on
a quasi-projective variety which cannot admits aglobai flat Kähler metric.
We set

VJc = b(cp - c),

where b is a positive constant. We note that

VJc = 0 on BI(

and
VJe < 0 on J<.

Then since Wtp is a complete Kähler form of Poincaree growth, if we take b
sufficiently large

I (Wt +v=ratJ1j;c)n _ ./, > 0 }( [0 )og n 'Pe _ on X 1 00
11

holds. It is easy to see that we can take bindependent of c and t. Then we

have

8(v-wc)
8t

on I( x [0, T)

v - 't/Jc = 0

25
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Since
1 (Wt + yCIa8v)n _ {I 6. ( _ ./. )d
og (Wt + yCIaa'l/Jc)n - Jo a V If/c a,

where 6.a is the Laplacian with respect to the Kähler form

Wt + yCIa8{(1 - a)1>c + av}

, by the maximum principle, we obtain

v 2: V;c on J( x [0, T).

On the other hand, trivially

Atv 2: -n on J( x [0, T)

holds, where At is the Laplacian with respect to the Kähler form Wt. Let h
be the COO-function on j? x [0, T) such that

{
Ath = -n on!( x [0, T)
h = ° on 8J( x [0, T).

Then by the maximum principle, we have

v ~ h on J( x [0, T).

Hence we have
V;c~v~h on/(x[O,T). (12)

Now to fix Ck-norms on Xv - D, we shall construct a cOll1plete Kähler
Einstein form on Xv - D.

We quote the following theorem.

Theorenl 4.3 ([18}) Let M be a nonsingular pl'ojeclive 1naniJoid and lcl B
be an effeetive divisor with only simple normal crossings. If!(Nt +B is arnple)
then there exists a unique (up to constant multiple) comp/ele [(ähle1'- Einslein
form on M = Nt - B with negative Ricci curvaure.

By the construction of D, D is a divisor with simple norn1al crossings
and /(x

il
+ D is ample. Hence by Theorem 4.3, there exists a complete

Kähler-Einstein form WD on Xv - D such that

WD = -RiCwv '

Then we have

11 dv 11:::; max{11 dh 11,11 d1jJc IJ) on aI( X [0, T),

where 11 11 is the pointwise norm with respect to WD. Ta make this estio1ate
independent of !(, we need to use special properties of WD.
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Definition 4.3 Let V be an open set in Cn . A holomorphie map fro1n V
into a complex mani/old M 0/ dimension n is called a quasi-coordinate 111ap
iff it is 0/ maximal rank everywhere on V. (Vj Euclidean coordinate 0/ C n

)

is ealled a Ioeal quasi-coordinate 0/ M.

Lemma 4.6 (cf. [18, p.405, Lemma 2 and pp. 406-409}) The1'c exists a
lamily o/local quasi-coordinates V = {( V; VI, ... , vn

)} 0/ X v - D with the
/ollowing properlies.

1. XI,) - D is covered by the images 0/ (V; vI, .. . ,vn
) 'so

2. The eomplelmenl 0/ some open neighbourhood 0/ D is cover'ed by a
finite number 0/ (V, vI, ... , v n

) 's which are Ioeal coordinate in lhe usua/
sense.

9. Each V, as an open subset 0/ the complex Euc/idean space C n
, contains

a ball 0/ radius 1/2.

4- There exists positive constants CD and Ak ( k = 0, 1, 2, ... ) indepeTulerti
01 V's such that at eaeh (V, vi, ... v n ), the inequalities:

hold, where g8 denole the components 0/ WD with respect to vi '5.

Definition 4.4 (M, B) be a pair 0/ smooth projeetive variety 0/ di7nension n
and a divisor with simple normal crossings on it. A compleie l{äh/cr 1netdc
Wh! on M = NI - B is said to have bounded Poincare growlh on (M, 13) ij
for any polydisk ~n = {(ZI, ... , zn) E Cn 1I Zi I< 1(1 ~ i ~ n)} in M sueh
that

6.n nB={(zt, ... ,zn)ELln l ZI"'Zk=O}(k~n),

WM 1 6.n is quasi-isometrie to

on every compact subset of 6.n and every covariant derivative 0/ WM I .6.n is
bounded on every compact subset 0/ ~n.

Then by the construction of WD, wc have:

Lemma 4.7 ([18, pp.400-409}) WD has bounded Poincare growth. on (Xv, B).
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Remember the definition of c.p in Lemma 4.2. Then the following lenuna
is trivial.

Lemma 4.8 c.p-111 dc.p 11 is uni/ormly bounded on Xv - D.

We note that v satisfies the following differential inequality.

~DV 2:. -trwnWl on I( x [0, T),

where ~D is the Laplacian with respect to WD. Let hD be the solution of the
Dirichlet problem

{
~nhn = -trwnWt on [( x [0, T)
hD = 0 on 8I( x [0, T)

Then by the maximum principle, we have

v ::; hn

holds on I( x [0, T). Hence

'l/Jc ::; v ::; hn

holds on I( x [0, T) by (12). Hence by the maxilllum principle, we have

11 dv 11::; max{ 11 d1/Jc 11, 11 dhn 11 }on 8I( x [0, T).

By the standard boundary estimate [or the second order linear ellptic equa
tions (cf. [10)), we see that hD is Slllooth on 1? By using the standard
elliptic estimate and Lemma. 4.6, it is easy to obtain an estimate for I1 dhD 11

on !(. But in this case, since Wrp = A8äc.p is a complete Kähler form of
Poincar/'e growth, we can find a negative constant b' independent of c anel t
such that

b'~D( c.p - c) ::; -trwnWt

holds. Then by the Il1aximum principle, we see that

hD ::; b'( c.p - c) on J{

holds.
Then since band b' are independent of c and t, by Lemma 4.8, we have:

Lemma 4.9 There exists a positive constant C~ independent 0/ c 2:. CO such
that

11 dv 11::; C~ c on 8J( x [0, T)

where 11 11 is the norrn with respect to the [(ähler form WD.

Remark 4.3 As you have seen above, in the proof 0/ Le7nrna 4-9, the use oJ
hn is not unnecessary. We can use a b'1/Jc instead of hD from the fi7'Sl. The
reason why we have used hD here is that the method can be applicable rnore
general situations.
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4.7 C1-estimate on !(

Let 7ro : X/J ~ pn be the generic projection constructed in 4.3. And let

B
Z = Re(Lßi B( .; )),

i z, ZQ

where (ßb"" ßn) E C n
- {O}. Then

() = 1r~(Z)

is a holomorphic differential operator on X/J - D which is meromorphic on
X/J' By operating () to (11), we have

a~tv) = Li( (}v) - (}v +0 log ~: on!( x [0, T)

Ov

Dv

= Ov

=0

on BI( x [0, T)

on BK X {O},

where Li is the Laplacian with repect to

w=w+Haav.
Then by the maximam principle and Lemma 4.8, we gct

11 (}v 11 ::; Cl ((), !(),

where wn

Cl(O,I()=max{ sup liOvII, sup II Blog;;-II}·
8Kx[O,T) Kx[O,T) H/J

Then since 1I dlog(wn /11/J) 11 is bounded on X/J - D, if we take m sufficiently
large and 7r0(1 ~ Q :::; m) properly, we get :

Lemma 4.10 There exists a positive constant C I (!() which depends on c 2::
Co such that

11 dv 11:::; Cl (!() on I< x [0, T)

holds.

The estimate is getting worse if the point goes far from the boundary
because 0 has a. pole along D.

We set
Kc(e) = !(c - !(c-~'

Then by the above argument and the construction of D in 4.3, we obtain the
following estimate.

Lemma 4.11 There exists positive constants Cl and Al independent oJ c 2::
Co such that

11 dv 11::; Cl c on !«(e-A1 C) X [0, T).

Remark 4.4 This idea is inspired by the idea in [8].
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4.8 C2-estimate on 8I{

In this subsection, we follow the argument in [4, pp. 218-223] and provc:

Lemma 4.12 There exists a positive constant C~ independent 0/ C~ Co such
that

11 yClaav Il~ exp(C~c) on aI{ X [0, T)

Let P be a point on aI{. Choose a coordinates Z1,' .. ,Zn with origin at
P such that

1. dgß(P) = 0 and gß(P) = Oij.

2. There exists a positive number bsuch that

r=h{<p-c)

satisfies rZa(O) = 0 for Q' < n, ryn(O) = O,rXn = -1, where

Zo = X Q + yClYo

and

and so on.

We set 81 = XI, S2 = Yb"" 82n-3 = X n -1,82n-2 = Yn-1, 82n-1 = Yn =
s, s' = (S1"" 1 82n-1)' By aä-Poincare lemma, we choose a smooth function
<p defined on a open neighbourhood U of P such that

Wt = yClaaljJ

holds on U. Let 9 be a function defined by

9 = ifJ + v.

It is clear that to estimate Aaav(p) is equivalent to Aaag(p) bc
cause Wt is uniformly bounded with respect to WD on Xv - D by a constant
independent of t . . Moreover by Lemma 4.7, thc convariant derivatives of
Wt of any order with respect to WD is uniformly bounded with respect to the
norm defined by WD on Xv - D by a constant independent of t. Then by
Lemma 4.6 , we may assume that U contains a ball of radius 1/2cD with
center P and any derivatives of ljJ of a fixed order with respect to (Zl"'" zn)
is bounded by a constant independent of c 2:: Co, if we allow (U, Zl, . .. ,zn) to
be a quasi-coordinate. Since the estimate is completely Iocal, this does not
cause any trouble in our estimate in this subsection. Hence the C 2-estilnatc
of v on aI{ is reduced completely to the C 2-estimate of 9 on aI{.
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Sublemma 4.1 There exists a positive constant 62 independent 0/ C 2:: Co

such that

For r near 0 we may represent 9 as

9 = <p + (1r.

Then
gXn (0) = <Pxn - (1(0),

so that by Lemma 4.9, (1(0) :::; C~c. Hence

g"i"i (0) = cPs;Sj + (1(O)r"i"i

holds. We note that r"i"i = O(l/c) because of the normalization. Hence we
get the sublemma.

Sublemma 4.2 There exists a positive constant C2independent 0/ C 2:: Co

such that

holds.

The proof of Sublemma 4.2 is a little bit technical.
Writing the Taylor expansion of r up to second order we obtain:

Introducing new coordinates of the form

Z~ = Zn - L aijZiZj,

z~ = Zk for k :::; n - 1,

we can write
r = -Re(z~) + L Ci;Z:Zj +0(1 Z 1

3
).

It is clear t hat (ci)) is posi ti ve defini te.
We define Ti in a neighbourhood of 0 by

8 r"i 8 .
Ti = -a - --8,for 'l = 1, ... , 2n - 1;

Si r Xn X n

then Tir = 0 nad we have Ti(g - ljJ) = 0 on r = O.
We show that for suitable € > 0, in the region

s~ = {x E U 1 r(x) :::; 0, X n :::; €},
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where U is a neighbourhood of thc origin, we set

We claim:

(a) For B sufficiently large, Lw ~ 0;
(b)On aSe, if A is sufficiently large, w :::; 0 holds.

To prove (a) set

a = -rSi/rX..

and consider (we use summation convention)

where

and

- - ß
L=6.-

ßt'

llI(z, g( z)) = (A)ndz
l

1\ dZ~~ ... 1\ dZn 1\ dZn exp(-g4».

Obeserve that gPfignlj = 8~ and that

ß ß ß
-=2-+H
ßXn ßZn ßs

so that

gXnij = 2gnq + Hg:1ij'

Thus the second term on the right-hand side of (14) is of the fonn

an + gPiiapgtq = O(1 + C2~J gi1) 1/'2 (g'Piigp,glj,) 1/2).

A similar estimate holds for the third term on the right of (14) while thc
forth term is O(L: gil). Thus by Lernma 4.3 and the ari tlllnetic-geolnetric
mean inequality, we have

±L- T. < CIT.-l/n piiig _ - '%' - 9 9p,9ij,·

Further

l(g:1 - </1:1)2 = 2gPiigptlgijtl + 2(9" - 1>1J)( ß:1 log W- L1>:1)
~ 2gPif9pIJ9ijIJ - Cw- 1

/
n

holds on Se by tbe Cl-estimate (LelTIlna 4.11) and the aritbrnetic-geometrie
mean incquality (if we take e sufficiently small). Benee we find

Lw ;::: B L: gi"i - Cw-1/ n

~ 0 on Se X [0, T),
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if B is sufficiently large. B depends on the C1-estimate of v on S~ x [0, T)
and which is uniform with tbe weight r.p by Lemma 4.10. This cOillpletes thc
proof of (a).

To prove (b), consider first aS~naJ<' Here we write X n = P(Sl"'" s2n-d
and from (13), we deduce that

p( t) = L: biJSiSj + O( 1 s' 1
3

)
ij<2n

with (bi]) positive definite. Thus on 8J( near 0 we have

xn 2::alz1 2
,

(15)

where a is uniformly bounded from below by a positive constant times 1/c
where by tbe construction of J<. Also,

9(S, p(s)) = 1>(s, p(s)),

so that

1 93 - <P:J 1
2

:::; Cis 1
2

:::; Cp.

~aking A large we obtain (b). By Lemina 4.11, if we take a positive consta.nt
C2 sufficiently large, we mayassume that A is bounded froin above by a.

constant times exp(C2 c) for some positive constant 62 independent of c 2: Co.

By the maximum principle and (a),(b),

w:::;o on S~

holds.
In view of the maximum principIe, we have

This completes the proof of Sublemma 4.2.

Using, still the special coordinate above we see that to finish our proof of
Lemma 4.12 , we have only to establish the estimate

(16)

for same constant 62 independent of c 2:: co. By thc previous cstimates:

19:JilJj(O) I:::; 62 (1:::; i,j :::; 212 - 1),

19lJjxn I:::; exp(C2c) (1:::; i :::; 2n - 1),

it suffices to prove

I9nn(0) I:::; exp( C~c)
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for some 62 independent of c 2: co. \Ve may salve the equation

det(9i)-O)( 0) = Oll (0)
wn

D

for 9nn(0). Then since there exists a positive constant Ob such that

holds on Xli - D, we see that (16) follows from (17) provided we know the
following sublemma.

Sublemma 4.3 ([4, pp. fl21-fl29J) The (n - 1) by (n - 1) matrix

(9zQzß( O))a,ß<n ~ 03( 0: )~ ~ I
wD C

for some 0 3 ; here I is the (n-1) by (n-1) identity 1natrix. 0 3 is independent

0/ C 2: CO

The proof of this sublemma is very technical.
After subtraction of a linear function we may assulne that t:P!Jj (0) = 0, j :::;

2n - 1. To prove Sublemma 4.3, it suffices to prove

E ta7ß9zQ iß( 0) 2: 0 3 I, 12
a,ß<n

which we shall do for I = (1,0, ... ,0). We shall show that

(17)

where 04 is a positive constant. Let 9 = 9 - AXn with A so chosen that

l.e.
o= 9II(0) + 9xn(0)PII(0) = 911(0) + (9xn(0) - A)Pl1(O). (18)

Using the fact that any real homogeneous cubic palynomial in (SI, S2) admits
the unique decomposition

we find on expanding 9 laKnu in a Taylor series, in SI, ... , 82n-],

9 laKnu= ReL~-1 ajZIZj +Re(azl s) +Re(p(zt, , zn-I) + ßZI I Zl 1
2

)

+O(S; + + S~n-l)'
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where p is a holomorphic cubic polynomial.
With the aid of (13), we may replace the term ßZ1 1 Zl 1

2 to (PZ1%1 (0))-1 ßZ1Xn,

if we change the aj, a and p. Thus by changing the aj, a and p appropriately
we may obtain the inequality:

n n

9 18Knu~ Re p(z) + Re L ajZ1Zj + CL 1Zj 12 •

2 j=2

Let !J = 9 - Re p(z) and observe that !J satisfies

Recall that \l1( z, g( z)) ~ fJ > 0 on a neighbourhood of 0, where fJ depends
on nv /w'1i 0) and the Cl-estimate of v on the neighbourhood. With e slnall
we see that in the set St:, we have \l1( z, g( z)) ~ 8. Let

We wish to show that with the suitable choice of 80 ,81, B > 0 we have h ~ !J
on aSt:. First observe that if B is sufficiently large and fJo so small that
-t5oxn + fJ1 I Z 12~ 0 on aSt: n aI( (the dependence of 80 and fJ1 is controlIed
by the Levi form of 8I(). By Lemma 4.11, if we take B sufficiently large, we
have

g ~ h on as~.

The function h is plurisubharn10nic and the lowest eigenvalues of the c0111plex
Hessian (h i;) are bounded independently by 81 while the other eigenvalucs
are bounded independently of 81 ,

Hence choosing 51 equal to sInall const. times 51/ n

holds. By the mximum principle

~ < hg- on S~

holds. Hence by the maximum principIe

The desired inequality follows [rom (19). This completes the pfoof of Leml11a

4.12.
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4.9 C2-estimate on !{

Using the C2-estimate on 81<, we shall obtain a C2-estimate inside 1(. Thc
method here is the same as in [25].

Let H be a smooth function on X v - D defined by

where 8v is the one in 4.2 and I1 Ak II's are the ones in 4.6 and € is a sufficicntly
small positive number such that

WH = Wt + RaalogH

is a complete Kähler form on (Xv - D) x [0,00] which is quasi-isOInetric to
WD on Xv - D, i.e., there exists a positive constant C(D, H) > 1 such that

1
C(D, H) WH ~ WD ::; C(D, lI)wll

holds on Xv - D. We note that WH have bounded Poincare growth so that
the bisectional curvature of WH is bounded between two constants unifonnly
on (Xv - D) x [0,00].

We set
VR = v - log H = u - (1 - e- f

' )ev - log If,

o.H = If· o.v-
Then VR satisfies the equation

By Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.5 VH satisfies the CO-cstimate:

Lemma 4.13 For every sufficiently s1nall positive number e

VH?= Cä(e) -log H +(1 - e-
(4 )e8v

VH::; C6(1 - e- t
) - (1 - e- t4 )ev -log H

holds on ]( x [0, T)J where Cri, Cä(e) are constants in Lemma .4.8 and 4.5
respectively.

We have the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.14 ([25, Lemma 9.2j)

/J-G eGV(6. - ~)(e-Gv
IJGtrWHW) ~

WH 2' H 1 BUH
( -ßl/ log - - n Inf R·.. ·... - n) + C(n - - - ~)t1' w-D. H ijj UJ) C Bt WH

t H 1 BVH wH n
e- trWH((wo - woo ) . w) + (C + ~n~ Rilj]) exp(--(- ~a - Vl/ + log n))( t1'WII W) O-J,

.jJ n - 1 t ~"

holds on !( x [0, T)) where trWH((wo - woo ) . w) is defined as in Lem1na 3.4,
infi=lj Rffj] denotes the infimum 01 the biseclional curvarue 0/ WH on (Xv 
D) x [0,00] and C is a positive constant such that

C + inf R1;!· ... > 1
ijj UJJ

holds.

The proof of this lemma is thc same as one of Lemma 3.2 in [25]. Hence
we omit it.

Lemma 4.15 lf we take C sufficiently large) then there exists a positive
constant C2 indepenllent 01 c 2: Co such that

holds.

Proof Hy the definition H has zero of order at least rj /2 along Rj (cL 4.2).
Then by Lemma 4.12, if we take C sufficiently large, there exists a constant
62 independent of c 2: Co such that

C ~

H trwDw ~ C2 on BI( x [0, 'T).

holds. Suppose e-cv lICtrwHw takes its maximum at Po E I( x {to}(to E
[0, T)) then by Lemma 4.14, we have

(trwHw)(PO) ~ (:2

for a positive constant (;2 independent of c 2: Co and C(if it is sufficiently
large). Hence in this case we have

holds. Hy Lemma 4.13 (since in Lemma 4.13, we can take E arbitrarily
small), H exp( - v) = exp( - vH) is uniformly bounded from above on X v - D.
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Henee if we change 62, if neeessary, by the Inaximum prineiple for parabolie
equations, we mayassume that

holds on ]{ X (O, T). We note that WD and WH are quasi-isometrie on Xli - D.
Hence by Lemma 4.5, if we take C sufficiently large, there exists a positive
constant C2 independent of c 2:: Co such that

holds. Q.E.D.

By [26], the higher order interior estimate on J( x [0, T) follows. As for
the boundary estimate of 'lL, we just need to follow the argument in [4-]. This
completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.

4.10 Costruction of Kähler-Einstein currents

Let U oo be as in Theorem 4.2. Then by the construction

is a Kähler-Einstein form on j? = j?c' We mayassurne that c > 1. Let llS

take the exahustion {]('c} ~1 of Xli - D and let

Then by Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.15 and the reglilarity theorenl in [26], we
have the following lelnrna.

Lernrna 4.16 The re exists a subsequence 0/ {wr} ~1 which conve1'ges u ni
forrnly on every compact subset 0/ Xli - D in COO-topology to a ](ählcr
Einstein form w lI on Xli - D.

Although w ll is a Kähler-Einstein form, it is not enough good for our
purpose.

Let us consider the linear system I7n!vI<x land construct ~m!lI as before.
We denote ~m!lI by ~(m) for simplicity. Since Xm!lI-pm!lI are all biholoI110rphic
to X - SBs(I<x), we may consider {~(rn)} as a family of functions on Xli - D.
Let us denote Xm!lI by x(m) for silnplicity and define X(1) = X.
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Lemma 4.17 We can construet {~(m)} $0 that

~(1) :$ ~(2) ~ ... :$ ~(m) ~ ~(m+1) ~ ...

holds on Xv - D.

Proof Let III denote the ideal sheaf of the base scheme Bs I flJ(x [. Then
clearly

Illl+W2 <---+ IJj} 00x IIl2

holds. Hence inductively we can construct a morphism

such that

1. f(m):= J-Lm 0 ... 0 J-L1 : X(m) ---Jo X(O)( = X) is aresolution of
Bs Im!vJ<x I·

2. The fixed part of I ftm)(m!J<x) I is a divisor with normal cfossings on
X(m).

An explicit construction of {~(m)}:=1 is as folIows. Let V(1) = {71P)}~~)

be a basis of HO(X, Ox(v!<x)). By induction for each rn 2:: 1, we cau con
struct a finite subset

V (m) _ { (m) (m) }
- TJ1 , ... , TJN(m)

in HO(X, Ox(m!vI<x)) with the following properties.

1. v(m) spans JIO(X, Ox(m!vI(x )).

2. v(m) contains all the elements of the form:

m

E ai = m, ai 2:: 0, 0 ~ i 1 < ... < im ~ N(m - 1).
i=l

Now we set

1 N(m) ( Cf)m!vn2 (m) A -(m)
~(m) = -log(" v - -l 7!1 7]1).

m!v ~ nm .v

We may consider ~(m) as a function on Xv - D. Then by thc construction

holds and
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is a smooth semipositive form on X(m) and positive on Xv-D. This completes
the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D.

Now we consider the following Dirichlet problen1.

_ 1 (Wt+{=Iat:iu(m) )n _ (m)
- og n U

=0

on I( x [0, Tm)

on BI( x {O, Tm)

on I( x {O},

where Tm is the maximal existence time for smooth solution on K.

Lemma 4.18 The /ollowings are true.

1. Tm is infinite and ut) = limt_co u(m) exists in COO-topology on j(.

2. w~m) := Wco + yCTaau~) is a I(ähler-Einstein form on 1(.

9. If we define a sequence 0/ [(ähler-Einstein forms {W~m)}~l in the salne

manner as the definition 0/ {wr} ~1 above, then thel'e exists a subse

quence 0/ {wfm)} which converges uni/orlnly on eveT'Y compact subsel

0/ Xv - D uniformly in COO-topology.

Proof The only difference between the above equation and the equation (10)
is that \7k~(m)(k ~ 1) is bounded with respect to WD with weights different
{rom befare. It is easy to find such weights. In fact, there exists a posi ti ve
constant C(m, k) depending only on m and k such that HC(m,k) 11 \7k~(m) 11 is
bounded by a positive constant on J;v - D. Hence the previous argument is
valid with some weight with respect to 1!. Hence the first assertion is trivial.

Then by replacing !( to !(lc, we get a sequence of Kähler-Einstein [onn
{W~m)}~l which are defined on !(lc respectively (wP) = wr).

We would like to find a subsequence of {W~m)}~l which convergcs in 0 00
_

topology on every compact subset of Xv - D.
For the first, replacing ~lI by ~(m), completely analogous estimate as

Lemma 4.5 holds for u(m) with the perturbation o(m) completely analogous
to ov' As for the C 2-estimate, by the proof of Lemma 4.18, Lemma 4.15 also
holds for wi if we replace C and C2 to appropriate constants independent of
I. The rest of the prao[ is the same as in the proaf of Lemma 4.16. Q.E.D.

Taking subsequence, if necessary, we obtain a Kähler-Einstein fann w(m)

as before, where w(1) = wv •
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We shall consider wem) as ' a d-closed posi tive (1, 1)-current on X by

where aa is taken in the sense of a current. This definition is wen defined by
the CO-estimate (Lemma 4.5) and clearly

[wem)] = 27rCl(Kx)

holds. Now we want to show that

Proposition 4.1

wE = liln wem)
m-co

exists in the sense 0f a d- closed positive (1, 1)-current on X v .

Lemma 4.19

(w(m))" < w" on X - D- D v

ho/ds.

Proo! Since both WD and wem) are Kähler-Einstein fonns on Xv - D and WD
is a comp/ete Kähler-Einstein form Oll Xv - D, by applying Yall's Schwa.rz
lemma ([29]) to the holomorphic map

id: (Xv - D,w(m)) :::; (Xv - D,WD),

we obtain the lemma. Q.E.D.

Hence {(wem))"} is uniformly bounded [rom above. For the next we sha.1I
show:

Lemma 4.20 Por every m 2:: 1, we have that

(w(m))" ::; (w(m+l»)" on Xv - D

ho/ds.

Proo! u(m+l) - u(m) satisfies the following equations:

8(u(m+l)_u(m» _ log (Wt+AB8u(m+l»" _ (u(m+l) - u(m») on!( X [0,00)
Bt - (Wt+J=i'aBu(m)"

on 8J( x [0,00)

on !( X {O}.
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Since

where ßim,m+l)(a E [0,1]) is the Laplacian with respect to the Kähler fonn

we see that this equation is of parabolic type. We note that ~(m+l) :2: ~(m)

on Xv - D by the construction. Then by the maximum principle we obtain

We set

Then we have

and

on /(. Hence we see that

holds on /(. By replacing ]( to ]('c and repeating the same argulnent, we
see that

(wfm))n ~ (wfm+l))n

holds on ]('c' By letting I tend to infinifty, we completes the proof of the
lemma. Q.E.D.

Hence {(w(m))n}~=l is monotone increasing and bounded from above uni
formlyon every compact subset of Xv - D

exists.
We shall define a d-closed positive (1,1) current WE on X by

WE is well defined by the CO-estimates in the last subsection. Then it is deal"
that [WE] = 27rCd](x).
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4.11 Finite orderness of the Kähler-Einstein current
WE

We shall prove that WE is smooth on a Zariski open subset of X and saLisfies
some growth condition near the singular set. The method used here is a
modification of the one in [28].

Definition 4.5 Let T be a d- closed positive (1, 1)-currenl on a project ive
mailold M which is smooth on a Zariski open subsel U 0/ M. Let S denole
M - U and eonsider S as a reduced subvariety 01 M. Let I s denole the ideal
sheaf 0/ S. T is said to be 01 finite order on Al along S, il there exists a
positive integer m such that for every point of sES and (j E (1§'m)", the1'C
exisls a neighbourhood V 01 s such that (j is defined on V and

I (j 1
2 (T I u n V)

exlends locally as a bounded fonn on V.

Lemma 4.21 WE is smooth on Xv - D (remembe1' we can identify Xv - D
wilh a Zariski open subsel of X) and has finite order along D.

To prove this lemma, by Lemma 4.15 it is sufficient to prove the following.

Lemma 4.22 w(m) = w(1) fo1' all m ~ 1. Hence in partieular WE = w(1).

Proo! Let m be a fixed positive integer. Let dV be the volume forn) on !{
defined by

( W(1))n
dV = ....:..........1:..........:.._

n!
and let w be the fuction on l( defined by

(w~m))n
w = log (1) .

(W1 )n

Hy Lemma 4.20, w :2: 0 on K. Then by Stokes' theorem we have

f ~P)(w2)dV = f ~(w2)dS,
JK JaK an

where ~P) is the Laplacian with respect to w~1), a/an is the derivation with
respect to the unit outer normal vector field on al( and dS is the volunle
form on 8l( with respeet to the Kähler form wP). On the other hand noting
that w ~ 0 on K, we have

~ fK ~P)(w2)dV = fK I \7w 1
2 dV + fK w~P)wdV

~ fK w· n(exp(~w) - l)dV

2: fK w 2dV
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Hence we obtain the inequality:

(19)

By Lemma 4.3 and its proof, we obtain the following sublemlna.

Sublemma 4.4 There exists a positive constant C~m) independent 01 c such
that

(w(m»)7l < C(m)n on J(
1 - 0

holds.

We define a COO-function u(m) on 1? X [0,00] by

on ßJ( x [0,00),

on J( x {O}

as before. We note that by Lemma 4.18,

u(m) = lim u(m)
00 t-oo

exists in COO-topology on i(

Sublemma 4.5 Let C be a positive numbel'. If we replace ~(m) to ~(m) + C,
w(m) will be unchanged.

Proo/. Let u~m) be the solution of the Dirichlet probleIn:

We set

(m) °Uc

on 8I( x [0,00)

on J( X {O}

w~m) = lim (u~m) _ u(m»).
t-oo

Then as in the proof of Lemma 4.20, we have

w(m) > 0 on J(.c -
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As before, we have

(20)

where n(m) is the unit outer normal vector field on ßI( with respect to w~m)

and dS(m) is the volume form of ßI( induced from wim
). Then we have

(wim)+..;=1aEiwhm))fl (m) on 1(,log (w~m»)fl = Wc

1(m) = C on BI(.Wo

Let us take a positve number e such that

log (wi
m

)+cRßar.p)n _ e(r.p - c) - C> 0 on J(
(wim))n -

holds. Then as in 4.6 by the maxitnum principle, we have

w~m) 2: e( r.p - c) +C. (21)

Since Wcp = Raar.p is a complete Kähler fonn of Poincare growth, by
Sublemma 4.4, it is easy to see that we can take e such that

1
c = O( -).

c
(22)

(23)

By the completely analogous estimate as Sublemnla 4.1 we have the [01

lowing sublemma.

Sublemma 4.6 Let T(8I()c be the camp/ex tangent bund/e of the CR-7nanijo/d

BI(. Let us fix a comp/ete [(äh/er form wbm
) 0/ Poincare growth on

X(m) - Fm!v. Then the norm oj the 7'estrietion ofw~m) to T(8I()c wilh 1'espcct

to wbm
) is bounded by a constant independent oj c.

Then by Sublemma 4.6, we see that

a
11 an(1n) 0 dS(m) 11= O(c)

holds, where 11 11 is the norm with respect to wbm
). Combining (21 ),(22),(23)

and (24), letting c tend to infinity, we see that

holds on !(. This completes the proof of Suhlelnma 4.5. Q.E.D.
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Sublenlma 4.7 Let l(m) be a function such that

1.

is a Coo-semipositive form on X(m) and positive on Xv - D.

2. There exists a positive constant C such that

~(m) _ C :::; l(m) :::; ~(m) + C

holds.

Then if we replace e(m) to l(m), w(m) will be unchanged.

Proof Let il(m) be the solution of the Dirichlet problem:

on 8]< x [0, 00),

on ]( x {O}.

Then by the maximum principle, we see that

u~md :::; it(m) :::; u~m) on]( x [0,00)

holds. Then by Sublemma 4.5, this completes the proof. Q.E.D.

We set for c > 0,

Then e~m) has the following properties.

1.

is a Coo-semipositive form on X(m) and positive on Xv - D.

2.

holds.
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3.

holds.

4. There exists a positive constant Ce depending on E: such that

holds.

Let u~m) be the solution of Dirichlet problem:

;:, (m)
~

8t

We set

u(m) = 0
e

on 8J( X [0, CX)),

on J( X {O}.

W e = lim (urm) - u(m)).
t-oo

By Lemma 4.18 and the maximum principle, we see that W e exists and Coo

on j? and is nonnegative on !(. Then as (20), we have the inequality:

(24)

Sublemma 4.8 Let dBD be the volume form of 8J( induced from the j(ähle1'
form WD. Then there exists a positive constant Gm independent 0/ c and E:

such that

holds.

Proof We note that by Sublemma 4.7 (taking 111 to be 1)

8
11 -8 ®dS 11

11

is bounded by a constant independent of c, where 11 I1 denote the the nonn
with respect to Wn. Then by Lemlna 4-.9, it is suficient to prove that there
exists a positive constant Gm independent of c such that

8 (m)
U

eoo dB < 6 c· dBan - m D
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holds, w here

(u~:J exists and Coo on R by Lemma 4.18). vVc set

w(m) = W + CIaadm )~oo 00 V-.l ~!'

and
V

(m) = u(m) _ t{m)
eoo ~!' •

We note tbat by tbe construction w~:) is a smooth semipositive fonn on
X(m)' Since Wcp = A88rp is a complete Käjhler form of Poincare growth
on Xv - D, it is easy to find a positive number a independent of c and c such
tbat

1 (w~~? + Aa88cp)n ( ) 0 T.(
og n - a r.p - c ~ on l'

holds. Then as in the proof of Lemma 4.9, by the maximum principle, we
see that

V;~~? ~ a( r.p - c) on I(

holds. By Lemma 4.10, we see that there exists a positive constant Cm

independent of c and c such that

8v(m) .
8~00 dS ~ Cmc· dSD on BI(

holds. On the other hand by direct calculation, (by identifying Xv - D as a
Zariski open subset of X(m»), using Sublen1ma 4.7, we see that there exists a

postive constant C:n independent of c and c such that

holds. Combining the above estimates, we obtain the sublemma. Q.E.D.

We note that e~m) and ~(l) have very slow growthes ("logarithmic growth")
along D respectively and the volume of BI( with respect to WD is bounded
by a constant times 1/c because WD is a complete KähIer forn1 of Poincare
growth on Xv - D. Then since there exists a subvariety Y(m) of X(m) of
codimension ~ 2 such that ~~m) - <(1) is locally bounded on X(m) - V(m)l by
Sublemma 4.8, we see that
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is bounded from above by a positive constant which is independent of c.
Since V(m) is of codimension at least 2 in XVl by Sublemlna 4.8, we see that

(25)

holds. By (25),(26) and Sublemma 4.7, we obtain the equality:

(w(l))n = (w(m))n on Xv - D.

Since w(1) and w(m) are both Kähler-Einstein fOrIn with the salne constant
Ricci curvature, we bave

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.22. Q.E.D.

5 L2-vanishing theorem

In the last section we constructed a Kähler-Einstein current WE on X. In
this section we shall prove the following theorem.

TheorelTI 5.1 Let f : Y ---+ X be an arbitrary modificalion from a sm,oolh
projective variety. Then {8(f*WEl y) I y E Y} is a finite set.

5.1 L2-estimate on a complete Kähler manifold

We shall briefly review the L2-estimate on a complete Kähler manifold.
Let (M,w) be a complete Kähler manifold of dimension m and let (L, h)

be a hermitian line bundle on M. Let A~,P(M, L)(O ::; p ::; n) denote the spacc
of L-valued smooth (0, p) form on M with cOlnpact support. A~'P(A1, L) has
a natural pre-Hilbert space structure with respect to the hermitian mctric h
and tbe Käbler form w. Let

a· AO,P(M L) ---+ AO,P+I(A1 L). c' c ,

be the natural aoperator and let

{) . AO,P(M L) ---+ AO,P-I(M L)
• C 1 C ,

be the formal adjoint of aLet ,C0'P(M, L) denote the space obtained by taking
tbe form closure with respect to the graph norm
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We define the L 2-cohomology group H~(M,OM(L)) by

HP (M.OM(L), h) = ker8 I [,o,P(M, L),
(2) aA~,p-l(M.L)

where the closure is taken with respect to the graph norm. By Hönnander's
L2-estimate, we obtain:

Theorem 5.2 ([l2}) Assume that there exists a positive conslant c such that

Ricw - Paalog h ~ cw.

Then we have

holds for all p ~ 1.

The following trivial cororally is important for our purpose.

Cororally 5.1 Assume that there exists a volume form n on M and a pos
itive constant c such that

Ricf! - Paalogh ~ cw.

Then we have

H(2)(M, OM(L), k) = °fo1' P > 0,

where the L 2-cohomology is taken with respect to the twisted hermitian metric

As an example of the most typical application o[ Theorem 5.1 to alge
braic geometry, we shall prove the weIl known Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing
theorem for arnple R-divisOfS.

Theorem 5.3 ([27, 16}) Let M be a smooth projective va1'iety and lel D
be an ample R-divisor on M such thai Supp{ D} is a divisor with nOT1nal
crossings. Then

holds for p 2:: 1.

Let {D} = L: aiDi be the irreducible decomposition of {D} and let O"i be the
section of OM(Dd with divisor Di • Let 1I 11=11 Ili be a hermitian lnetric on
Ox(Dd such that 11 O"i 11 < 1 on M. Then by the assumption, there exists a
hermitian metric h on OM([D]) such that
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is a smooth Kähler form on M. Let HS define a singular hermitian n1etric j~

on CJx([DJ) by

h= (If 11 ai 11
2o

, (log 11 ~i 11 )')h,

where c is a positive constant. Then by easy direct calculation, we see that
if we take' c sufficiently small,

w = -PaDlog h

is a complete Kähler form on N = M - Supp{ D}. Let 0 be a smooth volume
form on M. Then by Theorem 5.1, we have

holds for p 2:: 1, where the L2 cohomology is taken with respect to the volume
form 0 and the hermitian metrie h~ 0-1. We note that

is isomorphie to the eorresponding Dolbeault eohomology for all p. Then by
the L 2-regularity theorem for D-operator, we get the eanonieal injeetion

for every p. Sinee the right-hand side vanishes for p 2:: 1. This cOInpletes the
proof of the theorem. Q.E.D.

5.2 Relation between the asymptotic behavior of the
base locus of the pluricanonical system and the
Lelong number of the Kähler-Einstein current WE

Now we shall relate the Lelong number of WE and the ITIultiplieity of thc base
scheme Es I vKx I·

Lemn1a 5.1 There exists a positive integer Va such that J01' eve1~Y positive
integer v and x EX,

mult;rBs I vI(x 12:: V8(WEl x)

holds.

Proof Let w(m) be as in 4.10. We set
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Then for every sufficiently small positive number c:, there exists a constant
Co~(m) such that

ti(m) ~ C.l,!:( m) + ~(m) + c:8(m)

holds , where 8(m) = om!v be a function on x(m) = Xm!v defined as in 4.2.
Then by Lemma 2.3 and 2.5 and the definition of ~(m) = ~m!v, letting c: tend
to 0, we have

mlv8(w(m), x) :::; 111ultxBs ImlvI(x I
holds for all x E X. On the other hand by the construction, {u(m)}~=l

is monotone increasing by Lemma 4.20 (as we have seen Lemlna 4.22 the
sequence is stable actually). Hence we have

8(WE,X):::; 8(w(m),x)

and
m!v8(wE, x) :::; lTIultxBs I m!vI(x I

holds for all x E X. Since multxBs IabI(x I:::; a multxBs I bI(x I holds for all
positive integers a, b, this completes the proof of the lemlna. Q.E.D.

More generally we have:

Lemma 5.2 Let f : Y --? X be an arbitrary modijication fro1n a s1nooth
projective variety. Then for a sufficiently [arge v

holds for aU y E Y.

Proof Let y(m) be a resolution of the fibre product Y X X X m and let
9(m) : y(m) --? X be the natural morphism. Then by the salne argument as
above, we have

holds for all y E y(m). Since m is an arbitrary positive integer, by Lelnma 2.5
and the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.1, we obtain the lemn1a.
Q.E.D.

Definition 5.1 Let Y be a projeetive variety and let D be a R-Cartier divi
sor on Y. We set

3{D, y) = lim inr V-I multyBs I [vD] I
v-oo

and caU it the limit base multiplicity 0/ D.
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As a cororally of the above lemma, we have

Cororally 5.2 Let f : Y --+- X be an arbitrary modification f1'oln a smooth
projeetive variety. Then

e(f*WE, y) ~ '3(f*](x, y)

holds for all y E Y.

Hut the following theorem holds.

Theorem 5.4 Let f : Y --+- X be an arbitrary rnodification froln a slnooth
projective variety. Then

8(f*wE, y) = 3(f*/(x, Y)

holds for all y E Y.

Proo! Let Va be a positive integer such that I v/(x I gives abirationa)
rational map from X into a projective space. Let f : Y --+- X be an

arbitrary resolution of Es I v](x I. Let

be the decompositin into the free part Land the fixed part Fand let F =
L: aiFi be the irreducible decomposition of F. We set

ei = inf 8(j*WE, y).
yEFi

Since L is big by the construction, by Lemma 4.1, there exists an effective
Q-divisor R = L: rjRj such that L - R is an alnple Q-divisor on Y. Let Yo
be a point on Fio such that 8(f*wE, Yo) = eio' Let w be a Kähler form on Y
and let Ta denote the distance function from Yo with respect to the Kähler
form w. Then there exists an open neighbourhood U such that log ra I U is
a plurisubharmonic function on U. Let p be a nonnegative smooth function
with compact support on U such that p is identically 1 on a neighbourhood
of Yo. We set

1/J = (2n + 2 + 2eio)p log 1'0.

Let m be a positive integer such that

1. H = m(L - R) is an ample Cartier divisor on Y.

2. There exists a hermitian metric h on Oy(IJ) and a positive constant
Co such that
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Let M be the'complement of Supp Fu Supp R in Y. Let us define a hennitian
metric hv on CJM(f'"(vI<x) I M)(v ~ rnvo) by

hv = h 0 (f'"wE )(v-mvo ).

Let (J'i be section of CJy( Fi ) with divisor F i and let Tj be a section of CJ}/'(Rj )

with divisor Rj . Let 11 11 denote hermitian metrics on Oy(Fi)'s and Oy(Rj)'s.
Then for a sufficiently small positive number c

w= w - c:Haä~ log log 11 ~i 11 - c:Haäylog log 11 :j 11

and

are both complete Kähler forms on AI. And by the construction there exists
a positive constant c such that

w~ cW.

Let us define a hermitian metric on CJM(f'"(vI<x IM)) by

All
hv = (If log N 1] log N )< hV"

Then the curvature form of hv is nothing but w. Let n denote the volulne
form f *wE on M. Then by Cororally 5.1 , we have

H(2)(M, OM(f'"(vI<M)) = 0,

for v 2: mvo + 1 and p 2: 1, where the L2-cohomology is taken with respect
to the twisted hermitian metric

and the complete Kähler form w. Let (J' be a local section of

[, = Oy(H + f'"((v - mvo)I<x) - 'L[(v - mvo)ei]Fi )

i

around Yo such that a(yo) =1= O. We mayassurne without loss gencrality
that a is defined on U. Then since 8(f'"WE, Yo) = eio' there exists an open
neighbourhood V of y in U and a nonnegative smooth function pof cOInpact
support on U such that
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1. Pis identically 1 on V.

2. G:= a(pa) 1 un M is a L 2-fonTI on M with respect to the hernlitian
metric klJ and the complete Kähler form w.

Then by Theorem 5.1, we see that there exists u E L(o,o) (M, j*( v!(x), hlJ )
such that

au = G.

We set
J-L = pa - u.

Then since J-L E Hr2)(M, OM(j*(V!(x)), by Lemma 2.2 and Lenuna 2.3, we
have

/-l E HO(y, 12).

We note that by the definition of hlJ(see thc definition of 7/;),

Since there exists a canonical injection Oy (H) C-4 Gy (f*( voJ(x)), by letting
v tend to infinity, we have

Hence by Cororally 5.1, we have

Let y be an arbitray point on Y. Let us with center y. Then repeating the
same argument with repect to a general point on thc exccptional divisor, by
Lemma 2.5 we obtain

This completes the proof of the theorem for this special f : Y --+ X.
To prove the theorem for a general f : Y ~ X, we shall take the

resolution g : Y I
---+ X of Bs I v!(x I such that g factors through f. We

have already known that the theorem holds for 9 : Y I
~ X. Then we see

that the theorem also holds also for f : Y ~ X by Lelnma 2.5. Q.E.D.

5.3 Use of the argument of Benveniste-Kawamata
Shokurov

Combining L2-vanihing theorem and the argument of Benveniste-Kawamata
Shokurov ([3, 15, 22]), we shall prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.5 Let Jl : Z -+- X be a modijication from a nonsingular p1'ojec
tive variety. Then for every point z E Z there exists a positive intege1' v( z)
d epending on z) such that

holds. In paTticular 8(JL*WE) z) is a rational number for every z E Z.

Proof Let v be a positive integer such that

1. I v]{x 1 defines abirational rational map from X into a projective
space.

2. Supp Bs [ v]{x [= SB(]{x).

We construct abirational morphism

f:Y-+-X

such that

1. There exists a divisor F = L Fi with only normal crossings.

2. ]{y = f*]{x + L aiFi for SOine ai E Z with ai ~ 0 for all i.

Then
I fvH11=1 LI + I:riFi,

where I L I is the free and L TiFi is effective (We da not assurne I L [
the «full" free part).

4. L - L OiFi is ample for some bi E Q with 0 < bi « 1.

The existence of such f follows from Hironaka resolution and Cororally 4.1.
Let us choose an arbitrary irreducible component say Fa of Fand fix it.

We set
(ao + eo + 1 - 00) c

e = +u,
TO

where 8 is a sufficiently small positive nunlber which we will specify later. If
8 is sufficiently smalI,

f- CTo + ao + eo - 801= -1

holds. We set
A - ""(-er' + a· + e· - EJ·)F;-L...J t I I t t

ii=0
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and
B = -( -ero +ao + eo - bo)Fo.

We eonsider

M =b'H+A-B-I(y
= (cL - L SiFd + (b' lJ - crvHl - f* J(x +L ei Fd
= (cL - L SiFi) +c{ -vH} + (b' - cv - l)H,

where b' is a positive integer which will be specified later. If we replaee
{bi} to {ebd for a suffuciently small positive nUll1ber c, we may assuIue that
cL - L biFi is ample. And multiplying a suitable positive integer to v (to
make {- vH} smalI) if necessary, we nlay assurne that

is ample (to do this operation we do not assume that I L I is the full free part
of 1 rvHl 1). Let h be a hermitian metric on R-line bundle associated with the
R-divisor cL - L SiFi +c{ - vH} such that the curvarure form - J=Taa log h
is a smooth Kähler form on Y (we note that the R-line bundle does not lllake
actual sense but the hermitian llletric Inakes sense). Let (1i be aglobai section
of Oy(Fi ) with divisor Fi . Let 11 11 be a hermitian metrie of Oy(Fi ) such
that 1I (1j 11< 1 holds on Y respectively. Then for a sufficiently small positive
number €

w = -J=T88 log h + c 2t J=T8älog 11 ~i 11

is a eomplete Kähler form (of Poineare growth) on Y - F. V\'e eonsider Y - F
as a eomplete Kähler manifold (Y - F, w) hereaftcr. Let us define a singular
hermitian metric hM on Oy(b'I(y) by

hM = h 0 (f"'ws)-0(b l

-ClI) 0 II(log _l_y
i 11 (1 i I1

Then we have by Theorem 5.1,

HP(Y - F,OY_F(b'J(y I Y - F), k) = 0 for p 2: 1,

where h is a hermitian metrie on Oy( b'J(y) defincd by

A f"'wE
h=hM ®--.

wn

Let us define a presheaf :F on Y by

where U is an arbitrary open subset of Y. We denote the sheaf associatcd
with this presheaf also by:F. :F is the sheaf of germs of loeal L 2 hololl1orphic
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sections of Oy( b'!(y). By Hörmander's L 2-estimate for li-operator, using the
isomorphism between the Dolbeaut cohomology and the Cech coholnology
we get the canonical injection :

for all p. Hence we get:

Sublemma 5.1

HP(Y,:F) = 0

holds for p ;::: 1.

To prove Theoreln 5.5, it is necessary to modify f : Y -----+ X. '1'le need
the following sublemma.

Sublemma 5.2 There exists a point Yi on Pi such that

1. Yi E Freg (Freg denote the reguala1' part 01 F).

3. Let 1ri : Yi --J. Y be the blowing up with center Yi und let Ei be the
exceptional divisor. Then for every y E Ei,

G(1ri(j"WE - L ekFk), y) = 0
k

holds.

We note that f*wE - Lk ekFk is a d-closed positive (l,l)cu1Ient on Y by
Lemma 2.6.

Proof The existence of such Yi follows from Theorem 5.4. In fact by Theorem
2.2, for every c > 0

is a proper subvariety of Fi . In particular Um~lFi ( 112m
) is a countable uniton

of proper subvarieties of Pi. Let Yi be a point in Pi - Um~lF(1/2m) - Uj#iFj
such that we do not need any blowing up with center containing Yi to resolvc
the base locus of I m!v j" !(x I for all m. Such Yi form a cOInplement of
a countable union of proper subvarieties of Fi • Then by the costruction
G(f*WE, Yi) = ei and by Theorem 5.4, for every point y E Ei,
G(1ri*(f"WE - eiFi), y) = 0 holds. Q.E.D.
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(26)

Let Yo E Fo be as in Sublemma 5.2 and let 1ro : ~ ---+ Y be the blowing
up with centre Yo. We choose Yo as in the prooj of Sublemma 5.2. Let Ea
denote the exceptional divisor.

Let F~ be the strict transform of Fo in Yo. Let 7r~ : ya
1

--jo Ya be tbc
blowing up with centre Eo n F~ and let FJ be the exceptional divisor. Let
EJ be the strict transform of Eo in ~1. Let 7r5 : ya

2
---t Yo

1 be the blowing
up with centre EJ n FJ and let F~ be the exceptional divisor. Let E5 be
the strict transform of E~ in Ya2• Repeating this process m-tilnes we get
successive blowing ups

- vrn vrn-l vI v y7ra :.10 -+.10 -+ ... -+ .10 -+ .10 -+ .

Let J denote the exceptional divisor of *0, Let F' be the strict transfornl of
F in yon. .

We sha11 replace j : Y ---+ X to f 0 *0 : ~m ---+ X and F to J + F'.
Then it is easy to see J + F' has the same properties as F. Hence we rnay
assume that Y = ~m and F = J + P' for the first. By changing thc order, if
necessary we may assume that Fo = Eü 1 F1 = Fo,and Frn+l = F~ (the strict
transform of "the oIel" Fa). Then since rl = (m + 1)ro and el = (1TI + 1)eo,
we see that if we take m sufficiently large and {8d 's sufficiently sn1all,

aa + eo + 1 - 80 al + el + 1 - 81c= < ------
ra r1

holds by the construction. In fact

lim a1/1n = aa +1rn-oo

holds.
We note that Fo is biholomorphic to the one point blowing up of pn-l

and Fon F1 is the exceptional divisor in Fa. It is easy to see that if {b'eo} is
sufficiently smalI, then the restriction Oy( rb'Hl) I Fa is trivial. We assllIne
that {b'ea} is sufficiently smal!. Let a be a nontrivial section of

Let U be a sufficiently small open neighbourhood of Fa in Y and let

Ö" E f( U, Oy( rb'Hl))

be a holomorphic extension of a to U. Let V be an open neighbourhood of
Fa and let p be a nonnegative Coo-function on Y such that

1. P has a compact support in U.

2. p is identically 1 on V.
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And we set
G = 8(p&).

Then G is a Oy( rb' Hl) )-valued COO_(O, 1)-form. By (27) ir we take 0 suffi
ciently small and m large,

holds. Hence by the construction of Fo (cf. Sublemma 5.2), LelTIma 2.3 anel
the upper semicontinuity of Lelong numbers, if wc take U sufficiently small
we see that

G E L(O,I)(Y' Oy( b'!(y), h)

holds. Henee G represents a cohomology class in }jl(Y,:F) which is zero by
Sublemma 5.1. This implies that if we take 0 sufficiently sn1all and take b'
so that {b'eo} is suffieiently small anel b' - cv - 1 > 0, there exists a section
a E HO(y, Oy( rb'Hl + rAl)) such that

aI Fa = Cf

(we note that there is a canonical injection Oy( rb'H + Al) L....+

Oy( fb' Hl + rAl))· Let I denote the union of the index i such that ei = 0
and define a divisor A by

A = LiE/( -cri + ai + ej - oj)Fj
= LiE/( -crj + ai - oj)Fj •

Sinee f. fA1= 0, if we take b' sufficiently large, by the bi rational invari
anee of plurigenra, we see that adefines a element T E H O

( Y, Oy( f· (b' j(x )))
such that

multyD(T) ~ b'eo for y E Po n Freg ,

where D(T) denotes the member of I f*( b' j(x) I defined by T. On the othel'
hand, by Lemma 5.2, we have

multyD(T) 2: b'eo for y E Fo.

Henee we have the equality:

multyD(T) = b'eo for y E Fon Freg .

Henee eo is a rational number and there exists a nonempty Zariski open
subset Uo = Fon Freg of Fo such that

G(f*WE, y) = eo for y E Uo

anel
SBs(H) n Uo = cP
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hold. By the construction of Fo, there exists a nonempty Zariski open subset
Um + 1 of ~m+l such that

and
SBs(H) n Um +1 = fjJ

hold. Hence by continuing this process, we see that for every i, ei is a rational
number and there exists a nonempty Zariski open subset Ui of Fi such that

and
SBs(H) n Vi = fjJ.

Let /-l : Z ~ X be an arbitrary nlodification frOIn a nonsingular pro
jective variety and let z E Z be an arbitrary point. Let 7rz : Zz ~ Z be
the blowing up at z and let E be the excepsional divisor. Let 9 : Zz ~ X
denote the composition /-l 07T"z. By Lelnma 2.5, far ahnost every point p on
E

8(g$WE, p) = 8(Ji$WE, z).

holds as in the proo[ of Sublemma 5.2. Hence by taking f : Y ~ X so that
f factors through 9 : Zz ~ X, we see that there exists a nonempty Zariski
open subset U of E such that

and
SBs(g$ ](x - 8(/L$WE, z)E) n U = fjJ.

This implies that there exists a positive integer v( z) depending on z such
that

multz Iv(z)f.L*](x 1= v(z)8(f.l"wE,Z)

holds. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.5. Q.E.D.

Cororally 5.3 Let f; Y ~ X be an arbitra7'Y modijication f7'om a smoolh
projective variety Y. l11e set

S(f*WE) = {y E Y 1 0(WE, x) > O}.

Then S(f$WE) = SBs(f* ](x).

Proo! By Lemma 5.2, we have that S(f*WE) ~ SBs(f* ](x). On the other
hand, by Theorem 5.5, we have that SBs(f*!(x) ~ S(j*WE)' Q.E.D.

Now we shall prove Theorem 5.1.
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Pro%/ Theorem 5.1. Let f : Y ----+ X be as in Theorem 5.1 and let
S(f*WE) be as in Cororally 5.3. Let

S(f·WE) = E SO'
er

be the decomposition of S(WE) into the irreducible components. Let

By Cororally 5.3, we see that eer > 0 for every a.
Theorem 5.5 implies that there exists a nonempty Zariski open subset Uo:

of So: such that
8(f*WE, y) = eer

for every y E Ua . Then by Noetherian induction, we conclude that

is a finite set. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. Q.E.D.

6 Zariski Decomposition of Canonical Divi
sor

In this section we shall prove Conjecture 2.1.

6.1 An algorithm to construct a Zariski decomposi
tion

By the results of the previous sections, we can define an algorithm to con
struet a Zariski decomposition of ](x.

We set YQ = x, Po = WE. We shall construct inductively sequences of
smooth projective varieties {Ym }, d-closed positive (l,l)-current {Pm}, and
divisors Nm on Ym for m 2:: 0 as follows.

1. Set
Sm = {y E Ym I E>(Pm,y) > O}.

Sm is a subvariety of Ym by Theorelll 5.1 and TheorelTI 2.2. vVc deCOlTI
pose Sm into the irreducible components:

Sm = S~ u ... u S:: .

We set
n~ = inf 8(Pm ,y).

yES:n
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By changing the order, if necessary, we may assume that

o< n~ ~ ... ~ n~

holds.

2. Take an embedded resolution p~ : y~ ---+ Ym of S~ and let S~ be the
strict transform of S:n.

3. Let 1r:n : y~ ---+ y~ be the blow up with center Sfn and set

( 7r:n is the identity morphism, if S:n is a divisor) and f!n = Pm 0 7rm'

4. Let S~ be the strict transform of S~ in y~ and repeat the sarne process
by replacing S:n by S~. Then we obtain smooth projective variety Yl1~'
a morphism f'!,. : y~ ---+ y~ and a divisor N'!,. as in 3.

5. Repeating this process we obtain sequences of slnooth projective vari
eties {Y~}~:l and morphisms

f~ : y~ ---+ y~-l (1 ~ I ~ im)

(where we have defined y~ := Ym ) and divisors {N~J(l ~ i ~ im) on
Y~.

6. We set Ym +1 := y~m and

/m+l := f~m 0 .•. 0 f:n :Ym+1 ---+ Ym •

7. We define a divisor on Ym+l by

N '""' I NA I '""' k E k
,m+l = L...Jnm m + ~em m'

k

where
f.r:n the strict transform of N:n in Ym+l,
{E~}: irreducible components of the strict transfonns of the excep
tional divisors which appeal' in the embedded resolutions p~ : y~ ----+
yl 'sm ,

e~ := infYEE~ e(f~+l Pm, y).

We define a d-closed positive (1, l)-current Pm+l by

Pm+l = t:'n+l (Pm) - Nm+1

(Pm +1 is a d-closed positive current by Lelnlna 2.6).
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Lemma 6.1 Suppose that there exisls a positive integer m such that Sm zs
empty. Then if we set

m

N:= LNi ,
i=O

where Ni is the total transform of Ni in Ym1

P:= F*[(x - N

and
F := f1 0 ... 0 Im,

the expression

F*](x = P + N (P, NE DivC};) 0 Q)

is a Zariski decomposition 01 F* ](x. Hence Conjeetu1'e 2.1 is tt'ue under the
assumption.

Proof We set Y = Ym for notational simplicity. By the definition of N, 1\'
is effective. For thc next, we shall prove that P is numerically efTective.

We have already seen that Pm = F*WE - N is a d-closed positive (1,1)
current. Since Sm is empty, the Lelong number of Pm is 0 everyweherc on Y.
Hence P is numerically effective by Cororally 2.1.

On the other hand by Lemma 5.2, we have a natural inclusion:

for all v 2:: O. Because of the converse inclusion is trivial, we see that

holds for all positive integer v. This completes the proof of Len1ma 6.l.
Q.E.D.

6.2 Termination of the algorithm

We shall prove Conjecture 2.1 by using the algorithm in 6.1.

Theorem 6.1 Let X be a smooth projeetive variety 01 general type. Then
lhere exists a modijication I : Y ~ X such that j-](x has a Zariski de
composition.

Proof By Lemma 6.1, it is sufficient to prove that there exists m such
that Sm is empty. By Lemma 4.21, WE has finite order along S = SBs(J<x) U

SE(I(x). We need the following lemma.
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Lemma 6.2 Let T be a d-closed positive (1, l)-current on the unit polydisk
~k = {(ZI, ... , Zk) E c k 1I Zi I< 1(1 :s; i :s; k)} in Ck(k ~ 2). Suppose that
the Jollowing conditions are satisfied.

1. T I~.. X ~k-l is smooth (~ .. = ~ - {O}).

2. We shall express T I~ .. X ~k-l as

T I~ .. X ~k-l - Cl'" a··dz·/\ dz·- v - 1 L...J I) 1 J'

ij

Then aij 's are uniformly bounded on ~ .. x ~k-l for all i,j ~ 2.

Then 8(T) is constant along {O} X ~k-l.

Proof By Theorem 2.2, 8(T, x) is constant say aalmost everywhere on
{O} X ~k-l with respect to the usual Lebesgue measure on .6.k- l

. By Lenlma
2.1, there exists a plurisubharmonic function cp such that

Let c E ~ .. be an arbitrary number and let B( x, r) denote the ball of radius
r with center x in C k- 1 such that B(x, r) C ~k-l. Then by Stokes's theoreln

{ a8c.p (c, y)dSy = ( ~cp(c, y )dVy ,
JaB(:c,r) n JB(x,r)

where
dVy : the Euclidean volume form on B(x, r),
dSy : the usual volume form on 8B(x, r),
11 : the outer unit normal vector field on 8B(x, r), and
ß : the Laplacian with respect to the Euclidean n1etric of .6.k- 1

.

Since ~cp is uniformly bounded on ~k-l by a constant independent of c by
the assumption, we have for every r E (0,1- 11 xII),

cp(c, x) = (vol 8B(x, r))-l ( cp(c, y)dSy+ 0(1)
JaB(x,r)

and
tp(c, x) = (voIB(x,r))-1 (tp(c,y)dVy+O(l) (27)

JB(:c,r)

hold, where O(l)'s denote functions which are uniformly bounded with re
spect to x and c respectively.

We note that if we add some positive multiple of log I Zl I to 'P, we nlay
assurne that c.p is negative on ~k. Let us fix x E B(0,1/2) and let c be a
small positive number such that B(x, 1/2 + c;) C ßk-l. Let x' be a point in
B( x, c). Then the trivial inequality

{ cp( c, y )dVy ~ ( cp( c, y)dVyJB(x,1/2) JB(xI ,1/2+~)
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holds. By Lemma 2.4 we can find parallel lines Land L' passsing through
(0, x) and (0, x') respective1y such that T I Land T I L' are weH defined and

8(T I L, (0, x))
8(T I L', (0, x'))

> 8(T,(0,x)),
- 8(T, (0, x'))

hold. Then by (27),(28) and Lemrna 2.3, we see that

8(T I L, (0, x)) ~ (1 + 2e?k-28(T I L', (0, x')) = (1 + 2e)2k-28(T, x')

holds. Since 8(T) = aalmost everywhere on {O} X ß k - 1
, letting e tend to

0, we obtain
8(T, (0, x)) ::; 8(T I L, (0, x)) ~ a.

Hence 8(T) is identically a on {O} X B(O, 1/2).
Now it is clear that 8(T, (0, x)) = a holds for every x E ßk-l. Q.E.D.

The proof of the following cororally is completely analogous to the proof
of Lemma 6.2. Hence we omit it.

Cororally 6.1 Let T be a d-closed positive (1, 1)-current on ß 2
• Suppose

that the Jollowing conditions are satisfied.

1. T is sm00 th 0 n ß" X ß" .

.2. For every c E ß·, we consider T I {c} X ß as a d-closed positive
(1, l)-current Tc on ß. Then the Lelong number ofTe is everywhere O.

3. liIl1c-+o Tc = 0 holds.

Then 8(T) is constant along {O} x ß.

Remark 6.1 It is easy to generalize Cororally 6.1 to the higher dimensional
case.

Lemma 6.3 The1'e exists a positive integer m such that Sm = <p.

Proo! We claim that for a fixed k, there exists some 111. 2: k such that

holds. Suppose the contrary. We note that the inclusion

is clear by. the construction of the algorithm.
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Hereafter for sin1plicity we denote the divisor and its support by the sanle
notation, if without fear of confusion. Suppose that for all m 2::. k

hold.
For sirnplicity, for the first we shall consider the case dirn X = 2. Let

HS look at the asymptotic behavior of the puH-back of WE along the fibre
of J~ : Y~ ~ y~-l (1 :s; 1 :s; 1m ) as a form. Then by Lemma 4.21, if
1n is sufficiently large, for every point p E N~, there exists a unit polydisk
6,2 = {(Zl, Z2) I J Zi I< l(i = 1, 2)} such that

1.

2. If we express the restriction T of the puHback of WE to 6,. x ~. as

2

T := .J=l L aijdzi /\ dZj
i,j=l

then T is smooth and extends to a d-closed positive (1, 1)-current on
6 2 by

T(TJ) = T(TJ 16· x ~.) (1] E A~-1,n-l(~2)).

Anel T satisfies the conditions of Lemtna 6.2 or Cororally 6.1.

Hence we see that if m is sufficiently 1arge, there exists an irreducible
component A of Nm anel an irreducible component B of thc strict transfonn
of N m - 1 such that

2. infyEA 8(F~WE,y) = infyEB e(F~WEly)

hold by Lemma 6.2 and Cororally 6.1. This contradicts the definition of thc
algorithm (note that n~ 'S are all positive). Hence there exists some Tn ~ k
such that

Fm(Supp Nm) -I Fk(Supp Nk )

holds. In the case of dimX 2: 3, by slicing Nm - 1 by a suitable surfacc anel
considering the strict transform of it in Ym , one can get the sanle contradic
tion by using Lemma 2.4.

Then by the definition of the algorithm, using Noetherian inductioTl, wc
see that there exists a positive integer 171, such that Sm is enlpty. Q. E.D.

By Lemma 6,1, this completes the proof of Theorem 6.1. Q.E.D.

Now Theorem 1.1 follows from the following theorem.
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Theorem 6.2 ([14, p.4f!5J The01'em IJ) Let f : X ~ S he a p1'O]Jer sur
jeetive morphism of normal algebraic varietiesJ let ~ he a Q-divisor on X
such that the pair (X,.6) is log-terrninal. Assume that !(x + 6. is J-bigJ

i.e. K.(Xm ](xr, + 6.17 ) = dimX17 , where XTj is the generic fibre 01 J and
6.Tj = 6. I XTj, and that there exists the Zariski decomposition

!(x + .6 = P + N in Div(X) 0 R

of ](x + ~ relative to f. Then the positive part P is f-semiample. 'l.e' J

mP E Div(X) and the natural h01n01norphism

j*f.Ox(mP) ~ Ox(mP)

is surjective for some positive integer m. Thus the relative log-canonical ring

R(XjS, !(x +6.) = L f.Ox([m(I<x +6.)])
m~O

is finitely generated as an Os-algebra.

Theorem 1.2 follows froln Theorenl 1.1 easily because the problem is
completely loeal (for the proof see [21, pA79,Proposition 4.4]). Sinee the
termination of flips is known up to dimension 4 ([16, p.337,Theorem 5.15]),
we have Theorem 1.3.
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